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PREFACE

This workshop inscribes in the series of events we organise regularly since the restart of the
Budapest Research Reactor after its refurbishment in 1992. These international meetings are
organised in order to promote the national and Central European regional user activity at the
Budapest Neutron Centre (BNC) and/or to contribute in specific topics to instrument
development around this reactor neutron source. Following symposiums on cold neutron
source technique, neutron reflectometry, strain analysis by neutron diffraction, small angle
neutron and X-ray scattering etc. this meeting was an excellent opportunity to gather experts
and young scientists or newcomers to this field of single crystal spectroscopy and/or the
utilisation of cold neutron beams. This year, the EU supported "Cool Neutron" project is
coming to its end and the organisation of this workshop concluding the activity of this project
coincides perfectly with the event of the completion of the cold neutron facility project at the
Budapest reactor in February. As Professor Norbert Kroo, secretary general of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences pointed out in his opening address, the start of this new equipment is a
major milestone for neutron as well as - in broader sense - for large scale facility research in
Hungary and in our Euro-region.

The workshop was held in Revfulop (Lake Balaton), Hungary. The meeting has started,
however, at the Budapest Neutron Centre site. A presentation of the new developments at
BNC was followed by a discussion around the offered research facilities. The workshop had
an overlap with the annual meeting of the Hungarian user community, thus a joint visit of the
Budapest Research Reactor (cold neutron source, neutron guide hall, spectrometers etc.) was
organised. The rest of the programme ran at the Balaton lake site. 10 invited lectures have
presented the latest developments in neutron sources, measuring techniques, in particular the
advances made by the use of chopper spectrometers at pulsed sources and by the use of multi-
analyser arrays and two-dimensional position sensitive detectors at reactor based triple axis
spectrometers. New instruments and instrument component developments as well as progress
in polarised neutron techniques and software tools were also presented. Contributed papers
were presented in poster form. 34 scientists attended the workshop from 11 countries
(Austria, Australia, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy,
Romania, Russia). The following European neutron centres were represented: ILL, ISIS,
HMI-Berlin, FLNP-Dubna, PNPI-Gatchina, BNC, (Rise). 21 of the participants were
considered as "young scientists"

We all enjoyed the social programmes (organised by Diamond Congress Ltd): an organ
concert held at the local church and a half-day excursion in the Balaton National Park. This
latter comprised a visit at the Festetich castle and Helikon Library at Keszthely as well as a
wine tasting and banquet at a regional wine producer. The scientific sessions as well as the
social programmes provided good opportunities for valuable discussions.

Budapest, July 2001

LdszloROSTA
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Abstract The new cold neutron research facility is routinely operated at the Budapest
Neutron Centre since February 2001. At the 10 MW research reactor a liquid hydrogen cold
neutron source (CNS) has been installed. The commissioning of the CNS has been followed
by the replacement of the old neutron guides by a new supermirror guide system both for the
in-pile and out-of pile part. The ensemble of the CNS and new guides provides an intensity
gain of the order of 30-60. The cold neutron channel has a take-off for three beams. The
first guide serves for a triple axis spectrometer and a prompt gamma activation analysis
station. A small angle scattering spectrometer is installed on the middle guide, and a
reflectometer is operated on the third one.

1. Introduction

In the past 10 years a striking prosperity has been seen in neutron beam science, mainly due to
the multidisciplinary use of neutron scattering techniques for materials research. This type of
investigations is widely applied to more and more complex structural systems or extreme
conditions like the exploration and/or modification of complicated macromolecular, biological
or other nano-scale structures; featuring weak molecular interactions or the imitation of
unusual situations (providing extreme sample conditions), e.g. studying structure of geological
objects at very high pressures (as deep in the Earth). For this reason, more intense neutron
beams and higher resolution techniques are required. Since in all neutron scattering
measurements the neutron momentum transfer (change in the direction and energy) due to the
interaction with the sample is analysed, the sensitivity of the experiments highly depend on
the relative change of the incoming and scattered neutrons. Thus, application of neutrons with
short momentum enabling high spatial and spectral resolution for a large variety of problems,
explains the increasing demand for intense beams of shorter momentum/higher wavelength
neutrons. Consequently, the cold neutrons (characterised by energy lower than 5 meV or
wavelength higher than 4 A) are. extensively used in modern neutron beam research due to the
high resolution and increased sensitivity available with them. Intense beams of cold neutrons
at research reactors (or spallation neutron sources) are produced slowing down the neutrons
and shifting their distribution towards lower energy range by a low temperature moderator (in
most cases liquid H2 or D2 about 20 K) inside or close to the reactor core (spallation target).

2. The Budapest Research Reactor

The nuclear research reactor at the Central Research Institute for Physics (KFKI), Budapest
was built and first started in 1959. In 1986 the reactor was stopped for a complete
refurbishment. During the 27 years of exploitation this research reactor played an essential
role in establishing neutron-based research and technology in Hungary. It served as a basic
facility for neutron scattering in condensed'. matter, nuclear physics, radio-chemistry and
radiation protection investigations, for establishing nuclear medical applications providing
radioisotopes, and for starting a nuclear energetic program through reactor operation and
safety studies. It was an important centre of university, postgraduate and professional training.



A full-scale reconstruction and upgrading was performed in 1986-92, the major components
were replaced, the reactor safety enhanced and the reactor power increased. The actual core
may provide an average power of 10 MW and has the following main specifications: It is a
light water moderated and cooled, tank type nuclear reactor. Its central object, the heavy
concrete reactor block surrounding the core, is situated in a hall which represents a semi-
hermetically sealed, individually ventilated, rectangular structure with approximately 600 m2

area. The main reactor parameters are: flux at a core-trap: 2.3x1014 n/s.cm2, at a thermal beam
exit ~3xlO9 n/s.cm2; core: 220 fuel elements (36% 2jDU), Be-reflector (~20 cm); operation:
-3500 hours (typically 15 times 10 days cycles) per year.

For neutron beam measurements different types of horizontal channels are available: six radial
thermal, two fast neutron channels and two tangential beam tubes. To enhance substantially
the research capacity of the reactor the development and installation of a cold moderator has
been decided. Although the cold neutron source installation was an important part of the
reactor-upgrading program in 1986-92, it could not have been implemented because of the
drastic changes in the safety regulations and consequently the arising financial difficulties that
time. The reactor core, tank and the proper horizontal beam tube (channel No. 10, one of the
tangential tubes) have been, however, prepared to install later the cold moderator. A 15x27 m2

guide hall extending from the reactor hall, housing three neutron guides has also been
constructed. As a temporary solution, in the period of 1993-2000 the guide system and 5
instruments in the guide hall were operated with thermal neutrons [1].

The Technical Documentation and Safety Analysis Report of the cold neutron source (CNS)
was completed and approved by the national regulatory body in 1997, then the fabrication,
installation and out-of-pile tests were performed during 1998-99. In year 2000 the installation
into the reactor as well as the final commissioning was provided and the operation license was
obtained in January 2001. The installation of the CNS has been followed by the replacement
of the obsolete neutron guides by a new supermirror guide system both for the in-pile and out-
of pile part. Five experimental stations (also partly modernised) have been (re)installed on the
cold neutron beams and since early 2001 the "CNS facility" is routinely operated.

3. The cold source construction

The main components of the CNS system are as follows:

i) In-pile part (LH2 moderator cell, vacuum containment, n-guides),
ii) Refrigerator system (He cold box, compressors, pipelines),
iii) H2 system with the buffer volume.
iv) Auxiliary equipment (vacuum systems etc.),
v) Control and data acquisition system,
vi) Beam shutters and neutron guides.

The detailed description of the components is the following:

i) The in-pile plug (Fig. 1) contains the main functional element of the CNS system, which is
the moderator chamber filled with about half litre of liquid hydrogen. This Al-alloy cell is
placed at the end of a horizontal tangential beam tube in a hole of the Be reflector around the
core, positioned close to the maximum of thermal neutron flux distribution. The design
concept [2] realised in CNS is the direct cooling of the condensed hydrogen in the moderator
cell. In most cases the nuclear heat load of LH2 or LD2 moderators is usually removed in heat
exchangers cooled by cold He gas. In our case of a small moderator cell (less than half litre in
volume), the relatively low estimated heat release (100-150 W) makes feasible the
implementation of a heat exchanger built together with the LH2 moderator, i. e. the direct



cooling of the condensed hydrogen in a double walled moderator cell by through-flow of cold
He gas. This novel technical solution provides excellent performance in cold neutron output
as well as improved safety characteristics due to the extra inert gas barrier around the
hydrogen containing moderator chamber, preventing from the hydrogen-air mixture
formation. This also enables the minimisation of the necessary hydrogen amount and makes
far less complex the out-of-pile hydrogen system.

The liquid H: moderator cell is surrounded by an explosion proof vacuum containment, made
of Al-alloy and cooled by ambient temperature He-gas flow.

Figure 1. Layout of the cold neutron source plug in the reactor horizontal channel

The in-pile plug has also a steei shielding part, this includes the bunch of 3 supermirror coated
neutron guides as well as the cryogenic pipelines connecting the in-pile pan to the He
refrigerator system; all vacuum. H2 and He volumes. In Figure 2 the photo on the top shows
the cold source plug during the out-of-pile tests with front view of the Al-alloy explosion
proof vacuum container, with the moderator cell in-side: then further the steel part of the plug
is seen, containing the in-pile guide sections and: pipelines. In Figure 2 the photo on the
bottom right shows the plug with all the pipelines.: installed in the reactor channel.

ii) The cryogenic system of CNS serves to dissipate the energy release in the liquid hydrogen
as well as in the construction materials of the moderator cell (walls and pipelines) due to
nuclear radiation and keep the hydrogen in condensed phase. The basic part of the cryogenic
equipment is a helium gas refrigerator, which consists of a turbo-expander type cold -box
(Linde TCF 10 model. Figure 2. photo on the left) fed by two screw-compressors 118 and 37
k\V). A part of this helium system is the circuit for the ambient temperature He-gas cooling of
the blanket of the vacuum case surrounding the LH2 moderator as well as the gas purifier unit
and gas analyser (mass spectrometer).



Figure 2. Top: Cold neutron source plug during the out-of-pile tests.
Bottom left: Refregerator cold box in the cryogeny building.

Bottom right: Plug with pipelines installed in the reactor channel.



iii) The hydrogen system is as follows: The LH? moderator is connected to the 500 t buffer
volume placed out of the reactor hall trough a single hydrogen transfer line, which is normally
open both in warmed up and cooled down state. For safety reason, the whole hydrogen
inventory is included in controlled inert gas (He) containment.

iv) A 120 m2 annex building of the reactor hall (see layout in Fig.3.) provides a housing for
the He refrigerator and H2 system as well as for the auxiliary equipment including the
different vacuum systems and the safety He inert gas blanket surrounding the H2 containing
parts of the CNS assembly as well as the H2 system with the 0.5 m3 double walled buffer
volume (also lined with He blanket). For safety reason, the pneumatic valves of vacuum and
H2 systems are also located in He gas-filled boxes in the hydrogen room.
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Figure 3. Lay-out of the cold neutron research facility at the Budapest Research
Reactor

v) The control system based on industrial standard programmable PLC unit insures the full
automatic control of the CNS equipment. The operational parameters and status of all systems
of the CNS assembly can be followed on the control panels located in the reactor hall and the
reactor control room. The parameters are also continuously monitored by a dedicated PC
system.

vi) The new supermirror neutron guide system starts at a distance of 1.15 m from the
hydrogen cell. The first 6.5 m part of the guides from the reactor face is aligned in vacuum
jackets. In this section 3 independent beam shutters are placed. Their novel construction
enables individually open and close each of the three neutron guides under continuous
vacuum by inserting into the beam path a 0.5 m guide section or a neutron/gamma absorbing
sandwich structure, respectively. Figure 4 shows the complete <plug-guide-shutter>

' arrangement during the out-of-pile test assembly.

4. Commissioning and operation characteristics of the cold source

The major components of the cold source were individually tested, then the full-scale
assembly of CNS was thoroughly investigated out of the pile. The next step - after 3 months



Figure 4. Test assembly of the cold source <plug-guide-shutter> system in the reactor hall

reactor shut-down in summer 2000 - was to dismantle the existing guide system, shielding and
remove the old in-pile plug into a radiation safe container. Finally, the CNS plug was inserted
into the reactor channel and all the functions were tested at stopped reactor, and then the
power was successively increased. The following major test programmes were performed: The
strength of the vacuum containment and moderator cell was proofed by destructive hydrostatic
pressure tests and nearly the double values of the design parameters were obtained [3]. The
thermo-hydraulic performance of the direct cooled moderator cell was checked in a test ceil
equipped with electric heaters to imitate the nuciear heat release in the liquid H: as well as in
the walls of the cell. The temperature and pressure of H? and the cooling He gas was
monitored [4]. The cooling capacity of the He refrigerator, the cold He mass How and the
parasitic heat load was measured using an out of pile experimental set-up. The He cryogenic
pipelines were connected to an electric heating unit imitating heat load on the moderator ceil
instead of the in-piie part of the CNS assembly. After installation of the in-piie- part of CNS



assembly, the.cooling system of the moderator cell was tested in cold regime at different
reactor powers: 0, 2, 5, 8 and 10 MW. Again, the temperature differences of He gas were
measured at the cold box and at the connections of pipeline to the in-pile part. Above 5 MW
reactor power the temperature of the forwarding cooling He gas was increased from 14.5 K up
to 20 K due to the larger radiation heat load and limited cooling power of the He refrigerator.
The amount of liquid hydrogen in the moderator cell during reactor tests at different powers
was determined by the pressure of the remaining gaseous hydrogen at ambient temperature
(t=20°C) in the 500 I buffer volume. It was found that, the moderator cell is filled and about
2-3 cmJ only at the top of the cell (the inlet pipe level) is left empty [5].

The operating parameters of the CNS are summarised in Table 1, indicating also the design
values defined at the project start. The major discrepancy in the design and operating
•parameters can be explained by the fact that the moderator cell volume was considerably
increased during the implementation in order to optimise the illumination of the guides [3]:

Table 1.

Parameter
Hydrogen cell volume (£)
Total heat load in cell (W)
Pressure in vacuum case (MPa)
H2 pressure at warm state (MPa)
H2 pressure at cold state (MPa)
Cold He mass flow (g/s)
Cold He pressure (MPa)
Cold He inlet temperature (K)
Cold He outlet temperature (K)
Resistance of the He loop (kPa)

Design value
0.35
142

1x10°
0.22
0.15
10

0.15
14
15
14

Operation value
0.49
210

1x10°
0.36
0.29
10.5

0.165
19 •
23 !
45

1. The neutron guide system

Neutron guides, in general, are used to improve experimental conditions for the measuring
equipment, on one hand by providing proper geometrical circumstances for large instruments
at far enough from the neutron source (reactor) and on the other hand, by enhancing the
signal/noise ratio at the sample position in a relatively low background field, again far away
from the radiation source. At most neutron sources neutron " guides have been used as
evacuated, rectangular shape, glass tubes with Ni-coating of the internal faces where neutrons
are propagating by total reflection on the walls. Long guides are assembled of typically 0.5-1.5
m straight sections, they are usually slightly curved (with polygonal approximation of the
segments) to avoid the direct view on the source at the end-position (decreasing the
background). The neutron transmission of such guides can be increased by the extension of
the total-reflection region with a quasi-Bragg reflection regime, using so-called supermirrors.
This coating consist of a multilayer structure with the proper variation of - for example -
alternating Ni and Ti layers. To double the total reflection angle of Ni [0C= m x 9c(

natNi)], i.e.
for m=2 one need a -100 layer structure. (Typically for neutrons of 4 A wavelength
0o(

natNi)=24 min or 0.007 rad). Although supermirrors were invented 25 years ago [6], only in
the middle of 1990's they became availablej for neutron guide production thanks to the
development in magnetron sputtering techniques enabling coating of large area with high layer
thickness precision.



For the cold neutron beams at the Budapest Research Reactor the neutron optical features of
the guide components were designed by using Monte Carlo optimisation, several
compromises had to be made, however, because of the existing reactor and instrument
geometry constraints. The guide construction is the following (see Fig. 3): a bunch of 3 beam-
lines is arranged in the horizontal channel No. 10, this assembly is incorporated in the cold
source plug with cross-point of the guide axis on the moderator cell. Three distinct sections of
the beam-tubes were provided.

i) The 2.6 m long in-pile part starts at 1.15 m from the moderator chamber, the angles between
the guides No. 1-2, and 2-3 are 1.5 and 2 degrees, respectively. The neutron optical elements
were provided as supermirrors (SM). On special, highly radiation resistant ceramic substrate
(labelled Sital or Zerodur) m=2 type coating of nickel/titanium multilayers were applied, with
reflectivity R>0.85. These mirrors were mechanically assembled in the steel block of the CNS
plug to avoid gluing which could be destroyed due to the high radiation field closed to the
reactor core.

iij The out-of-pile part starts with an about 6.5 m section included in a vacuum jacket. This
part has a common vacuum with the previous section and at ~5 m from the reactor wall 3
shutters (each with a 0.5 m guide insertion) enable the individual closing of the beams. A
biological-shielding tunnel, composed of heavy and normal concrete blocks as well as lead
and polyethylene bricks surrounds the guides.

Hi) The third part of the guide system extends from the reactor hall into the neutron guide hall
and transport neutrons directly to the experimental stations. These "free-standing" guides are
assembled of 1.5 m sections and the glass tubes have been sealed by silicon glue to ensure the.
-0.05 mbar vacuum. For the out-of-pile guides borofloat glass substrate was used, the other
major characteristics are given in Table 2.

Table 2.

Guide No

NV1
NV2
NV3

Length
(m)

22+ 13.75
22.5

12 + 22.5

Cross-section
hxw (cm2)

10 x2.5
10&4 x 4
10 x2.5

Curvature
R(m)
5000
1050
3000

Coating
m

2, 1
1, 1.5,2

2

Having completed the guide installation we carefully studied the neutron flux values by gold
foil activation measurements as well as the spectral distribution by time-of-flight (TOF)
analysis. In Figure 5 the neutron flux values are indicated for the different positions of the
guides. The small steps in the transmission curves at 6.5 m correspond to the gap and window
between the second and third sections. The bigger step for NV2 is due to the 1 m gap for the
SANS instrument velocity selector. The change in the slope for NV1 from the 22 to the 35.75
m position is explained by the fact that this part of the guide has not yet been replaced by
supermirrors. Fig. 6 shows the spectral distribution and the calculated gain with respect to the
old (thermal) guide system.

Following the expectations the Maxwell peak has moved to ~4A and the neutron flux gain
factor (compared to the former situation) amounts as high as 30-60 depending on location and
wavelength. We consider that this gain is composed as follows: a factor of 7-10 due to the
cold source, a factor of 2 due to the elimination of losses replacing the old shutter (obsolete
construction) and another factor of 2-3 due to the SM guides.

10
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5. The experimental stations

Actually five spectrometers form the cold neutron beam user facility at BNC(see Fig.3).

- The NV1 guide at the 22 m position serves for a triple axis spectrometer, the
monochromatic beam is formed by a vertically focusing PG crystal assembly. A polarised
neutron insert and a 200x200 mm2 2D detector is also available on this classical TAS
instrument.

- The end position of NV1 is used for a. prompt gamma activation analysis station with two
gamma-ray spectrometers both equipped with germanium and BGO scintillator detectors.
These instruments are extensively used for non-destructive testing of materials by high
accuracy elemental composition analysis.

- On the middle guide (NV2) a small angle scattering spectrometer is operated. This pin-hole
collimator type instrument is equipped with a 64x64 cm2 2D detector, which has a
displacement base of 5.5 m. This is our most widely used instrument, since it enables a great
variety of materials and nano-scale structural problems to be studied.

- The guide NV3 stops, at the moment, at the 12 m position, where a PG crystal provides a 4.3
A beam for a vertical sample plane geometry reflectometer. Polarised neutron option and the
use of a 200x200 mm2 2D detector is also available on this new instrument. The NV3 end
position now is free for eventual new instrument(s) or can be used for tests. (Before the CNS
installation, a multiframe TOF monochromator device with a 22.5 m guide section was
located in this position, now this equipment is being moved to a thermal neutron channel.)

These instruments are available for the international user community.
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Advances with Neutron Sources and
Trends in Neutron Instrumentation

Workshop on 'New Opportunities in Single Crystal Spectroscopy with Neutrons',
Lake Balaton, April 2001

Uschi Steigenberger
ISIS Facility HU0100457

I t is generally recognised that the next generation of neutron sources will be
accelerator driven pulsed sources where neutrons are produced by the spoliation
process. Here a heavy metal target (e.g. uranium, tantalum, tungsten) is
bombarded with pulses of highly energetic protons from a powerful accelerator,
driving neutrons from the nuclei of the target atoms. This results in an
extremely intense neutron pulse, delivered with only modest heat production in
the neutron target. The neutrons created in the spoliation process have very
high energies, and must be slowed to wavelength useful for condensed matter
studies. This is achieved using an array of hydrogenous moderators surrounding
the target. The moderator temperature determines the spectral distribution of
the neutrons.

The United States have embarked on the construction of a 1 - 2 MW spoliation
source in Oak Ridge, scheduled to produce the first neutrons by 2006. Likewise,
the Japanese government has just given approval for the construction of a 1 MW
spoliation source in Japan. In Europe plans for an ambitious 5 MW spoliation
source, the ESS Project, are well advanced. At the ISIS Facility in the UKf still
the world's most powerful spoliation neutron source, plans for a second target
station optimised for the exploitation of long wavelength neutrons are
progressing well.

Advances in detector technology combined with developments in electronics and
computing power are making it possible to build now large position sensitive
detector arrays. For example, the new materials diffractometer GEM at ISIS
has a detector area of 12m2 (based on scintillator technology) with over 10000
individual detector elements. Similarly, the new chopper spectrometer MAPS,
also at ISIS - dedicated to studies of excitations in single crystals - operates
with a 16m2 detector bank, with ~ 37^000 individual pixel elements (this time
based on resistive wire helium3 gas detectors). Both, GEM and MAPS produce
with each measurement a data set volume of typically 50 Mbytes. The challenge
is now to develop software tools which allow even inexperienced users to plan
the best experimental configuration, to monitor the progress of their
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experiment and to visualise and analyse their data. I t is more and more
acknowledged that the development and provision of software tools is as
important as the design of the instrument itself. The suite of software
programmes of an instrument is often referred to as the 'tertiary spectrometer'
and complements the primary instrument (delivery of the neutron beam to the
sample) and the secondary instrument (the neutron detection chain).

The use of optimised beam optics is also of increased importance. Supermirrors
with m=3 can now routinely be employed where the increased divergence of the
beam is not an issue. New designs, like the ballistic guide or novel focussing
techniques are being explored and tested. Efficient broad band polarisers are
under development in a number of laboratories across Europe.

Many of these R&D activities are supported through the EU's Framework
Programme 5 which allows researchers throughout Europe to exchange ideas and
work together on improving the performance of neutron instruments for the
benefit of the wider user community: Cool Neutrons, optimisation of neutron
beams for single crystal spectroscopy at low energy transfers; ENPI.
development of efficient white beam polarisers; TECHNT- development of new
detector systems; SCANS the development of software tools shared by many
facilities and users throughout the neutron community.

Cutting edge experiments also require advanced sample environment equipment.
In particular the combination of extreme environments, e.g. mK temperatures in
high magnetic fields, or high pressure cells at high temperatures poses new
challenges for sample environment providers.

Neutron scattering studies continue to expand in diversity and complexity. The
advent of the next generation of neutron sources combined with the latest
developments in neutron instrumentation will ensure that neutrons remain an
indispensable and unique tool for research in condensed matter.
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In this talk jl present fhj2_jDnncjj3le__^f^^
sgectrometersisuch as IRIS at the ISISspallation neutron souice_TheJ^ ^aturesjhat niake
those types. of spectromete£s^deally_jujte^_Jorbw-energy s^(^tn^fi,riy_Ma£e^iu^h_£ner^
resolution over a wide dynamic ranae, and sirmlltaneouL-nieasu.rgment over a large
momentum traiisferj2njge_jrjroyided by the wide angular detector coveragg._JTo exemplify
these Jeatures, I present results^pf single-crystlHl^xplEn^
dimensional frustrated quantum magnet C C C l p ^

Strongly-correlated quantum systems often display novel collective behaviour that cannot be
described in terms of the single-particle properties but rather is a consequence of correlations
between infinite numbers of interacting particles. Such emergent quantum phenomena include
spin-charge separation in ID conductors or the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) in the
2D electron gas in high magnetic fields. Elementary excitations often have unusual properties
such as fractional quantum numbers and examples include the H3e vortices in the FQHE.
Quantum magnets allow very quantitative studies of the nature of quantum states since
neutrons can couple directly to the excited spin states. Here I present an investigation, of *
strongly-frustrated 2D quantum magnet, CsaCuCU, which has an exotic ground state with
strong quantum fluctuations leading to large renormalizations of both static properties such as
incommensurate ordering wave vectors and dynamic properties such as excitation energy
scales. The elementary excitations are spinons, particles carrying half the spin of an integer
spin flip, leading to extended continua in the dynamic correlations.

CS2C11CI4 has spin-1/2 Cu ions arranged in magnetic layers where they form a frustrated
triangular lattice as shown in Fig. 1. As opposed to un-frustrated systems such as the simple
square lattice, well understood theoretically and studied experimentally in great detail [2],
frustrated 2D quantum physics is theoretically very poorly understood and experimentally
unexplored. The Hamiltonian in CS2Q1CI4 has not been realised in nature before and is
expected to show exotic quantum behaviour because frustration tends to enhance rather than
suppress quantum fluctuations. A comprehensive experimental study was made using high
magnetic fields to manipulate the eigenstates and; control the ground-state fluctuations, and
use neutron scattering to probe the matrix elements of the transitions between eigenstates.

Due to the frustrated couplings the magnetic ordering that occurs at low temperatures is
incommensurate along the chain direction b and the ordered spins rotate in helixes [3]. Fig.
2(c) shows a front view of a magnetic layer where• ordered spins rotate mainly in the plane of
the layer due to a small confining anisotropy.: To determine the magnetic Hamiltonian
measurements were made in the fully-polarised state at high fields [1], This states is an exact
eigenstate of the Hamiitonian with no fluctuations where excitations are one-spin flip
magnons with dispersion equal to the Fourier [transform of the couplings, therefore all
exchanges could be determined exactly. Measurements at 12 T j| a [1] reveal a strongly
coupled 2D quantum magnet with J'=0.33,1 and small anisotropy terms of order 5% ,/. Zero-
field measurements observe a large quantum renorrnalization of the incommensurate ordering
wavector so=0.56 sc, where sc is the classical incommensuration observed directly in the
fully-polarized state where fluctuations are quenched out.
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High-resolution studies of the excitation lineshapes were made using the IRIS spectrometer at
the ISIS spallation neutron source, see Fig. 3. The indirect geometry combined with a long
incident flight path and near back-scattering at the analysers give a very high energy
resolution ~15ueV. The dynamic range that can be adjusted by phasing the two disk choppers
in the incoming beam. The large angular bank allows coverage over a large range of
momentum transfers such that the dynamic response can be measured in several Brillo.uin
zones simultaneously. Typical measurements of the excitation lineshapes are shown in Fig.
4. (a) where the gray patch shows the phase space covered by a group of detectors at a given
scattering angle 29 projected onto the reciprocal space of the sample and the middle panel
gives the intensity measured along this line. The absence of single-panicle peaks and presence
of strong excitation continua is the characteristic feature of fractionalization. Resolution
effects are minimal as illustrated by the narrow instrumental resolution shown in the figure.
Since neutrons have spin-1/2, in a scattering process they can transfer a total spin AS=0 or 1
to the systems and the absence of single-particle poles and the presence of strong excitation
continua show that the elementary excitations carry fractional spin quantum number. By
analogy to the pure ID case where the dynamic correlations also show broad continua, we
identify the quasiparticles in CS2CUCI4 with spin-1/2 spinons.

The measured lineshapes can be used to construct a map of the magnetic scattering
throughout the zone and Fig. 5 shows the dispersion relations of the lower and upper
boundaries of the scattering continua (dotted areas) along the b-axis. The dispersion of the
main peak in the scattering lineshape is indicated by the solid points and is incommensurate,
with minima at the incommensurate positions of the magnetic Bragg peaks, and asymmetric
with 2 non-equivalent zone boundary energies of 0.55 and 0.7 meV. These are features of the
frustrated couplings and can be explained by a spin-wave model for the (J,J') Hamiltonian.
The extracted effective exchange couplings show that the energy scale of the magnetic
excitations is renormalized due to quantum fluctuations by a factor i?=1.65, denoting strong
quantum fluctuations in the ground state.

The existence of-spinons in two-dimensional systems has been an outstanding problem in
strongly-correlated magnetism. In 1973 Anderson proposed that a 2D fractional quantum spin
liquid would take the form of a resonating valence bond (RVB) state [4]. To first order the
ground state consists of singlet spin pairings [see Fig. 6(a)] and higher-order corrections allow
these bonds to fluctuate or "resonate" between different neighbours. Breaking up a bond in a
neutron scattering process creates two free spin-1/2 "spinons" that can propagate away
independently through a rearrangement of the intervening bonds [see Fig. 6(b)].

In conclusion, indirect-geometry time-of-flight spectrometers are ideally suited for low-
energy single-crystal spectroscopy studies. High, resolution over a wide dynamic range, large
momentum space coverage and low background (cooled analyzers) allow quantitative
measurements of the excitation lineshapes and dispersion relations. Enabling high magnetic
field studies and polarization analysis would give unprecedented quantitative information
about the nature of eigenstates in quantum magnets and other strongly-correlated systems.

[1] KCoidea, D.'A. Tennant, A.M. Tsvelik, Z. Tylczynski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 1335 (2001).

[2] R. Coldea et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5377 (2001); H.M. Rannow, D.F. McMorrow, R.
Coldea et al, Phys. Rev. Lett, (in press) 2001, cond- mat/0101238.

[3] R. Coldea et al, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 177, 659 (1998); Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 151 (1997);
J.Phys.: Condens.Matter 8, 7473 (1^996).

[4] P.W. Anderson, Mat. Res. Bull. 8, 153 (1973).
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Monte Carlo simulations of neutron scattering instruments*
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Abstract h<r \ I He KV£- vfr

\ IA Monte Carlo simulation is an important computational tool xked in many areas
of science and engineering. vIrj.j3ii£=^3*«gefi*a4i6U3*ĵ ^ Carlo
techniques easr"bTTfse"rJ"for simulating neutron scattering mstruruentsirThe basic ideas,
techniques and approximations are presented. Since the construction of a neutron
scattering instrument is very expensive, Monte Carlo software used for design of instru-
ments have to be validated and tested extensively. The McStas software was designed
with these aspects in mind and some of the basic principles of the McStas software
will be discussed. Finally, some future prospects are discussed for using Monte Carlo
simulations in optimizing neutron scattering experiments.

Introduction

Neutron scattering is a powerful tool for characterizing various properties of materials and
many of the techniques employed give characteristics of a material that currently cannot
be obtained, with other experimental characterization methods. Neutron scattering is an
expensive technique, however, which is due to the large-scale facility required for generating
the neutrons. On the other hand, the grand challenges facing the scientific community
in materials science compensate more than well for the large investment. For example,
the ever-increasing demand for better computers has lead to a miniaturization of computer
components down to an atomistic scale consisting of only a few atom layers '1] and the
potential development of superconductors at room temperature would solve a large part
of the current problems with storing and transporting energy. New functional materials
are required and these materials need to be characterized. To meet these requirements
several large-scale facilities are currently upgraded, constructed or planned. See for example
the contributions in this report, regarding the upgrade of the neutron source at KFKI in
Budapest- [2] and the plans regarding a second target station at ISIS and the European
spallation source (ESS) [3].

Because of its complexity any assistance in the design of a neutron scattering instrument
or in planning and and analyzing experiments is valuable, and in this respect in particular
Monte Carlo simulations have turned out to be useful. A Monte Carlo simulation is a
computational tool for calculating multidimensional integrals that are too complex to be
calculated analytically or by simpler numerical methods. Monte Carlo techniques are used in
many areas of science and engineering, amongst others in the study of molecular liquids [4],

"Paper presented at Workshop on New Opportunities in Single Crystal Spe.ctroscopy with Neutrons,
Balaton (Revfiilop); Hungary, April 19-22, 2001

^Present, address:- Sifira A/S, Fredericiagade 16, DK-1310 Copenhagen K, Denmark
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Figure 1: A circle segment with unit radius inscribed in a square.

polymer science [5;. quantum mechanics [6j. materials science [7i. and in simulations of
neutron scattering instruments, which is the topic of the present paper. This paper will be
organized as follows: r.he Monte Carlo technique is introduced: Monte Carlo simulations of
neutron scattering' instruments are discussed: software requirements and in particular the
design of the McStas software are discussed: and finally, some future prospects of Mome
Carlo simulations of neutron scattering instruments are discussed.

Monte Carlo s imulat ions: a gentle in t roduct ion

The Monte Carlo technique is a computationally demanding tool for calculating multidimen-
sional integrals. Its name Monte Carlo was coined because of the extensive use of random
numbers by Metropolis and Ulam in a paper describing the early work at Los Alamos 18].
The Monte Carlo technique is illustrated by a simple example, namely :he calculation of the
value of 7t [4]. As illustrated in Figure 1. the value of n may be given from the area of a
circle segment with unit radius inscribed in a square as

4 x area of circle segment
7 1 = : - i 1 :

area ot square

If two random numbers. (x,yj, are generated from an even distribution of random numbers
within the range lO.li (assuming a unit radius of the circle;, each point ;'or each eve-nf- will
be found within the square but only me points fulfilling r.he trivial constraint x~ — y~ < 1 will
be found within the circle segment. Furthermore, if the procedure is repeated many times.
all the events will cover the unit square evenly if an even distribution of random numbers is
employed. If the number of points round within *he circle segment is counted, it is realized
that the relation between the area of the circle segment and -the square and consequently
the value of n can be obtained as

4 x n u m b e r of counts w i th in the circle segment
7 t = • — • : i2)

t o t a l number ot events
The calculation of the value of n is obviously a constructed example, bur it illustrates the
basic idea of a Monte Carlo simulation. The sampling of events has ~o be repeated many
times (e.g. 10° - if/ times) to get any reasonable precision of rr. Consequently, a Monte Carlo
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simulation is a computer-demanding, brute-force and not very elegant method to calculate
integrals that we cannot calculate in any other way.

The hit and miss example in the previous paragraph is conceptually easy to understand and
ic can be generalized to any integral 4]. An integral I = Jx~ f (x) dx may be rewritten as

1 = (3)

where p ix) is an arbitrary probability distribution. By periirming T trials, where each trial
consists of choosing a random number T;_ from the distribution p fx) in the range (x^.x/i.
:he integral mav be rewritten as

where the brackets. (.. .). represent, an average over all trials.

Monte Carlo simulations of neu t ron scat ter ing ins t ruments

A Monte Carlo simulation of a neutron scattering instrument (sue'e.g. the TASl instrument
:n Figure 2) resembles to a large extent the experimental situation. A random state of a
neutron is generated according to a probability distribution defined by the type of neutron
source. The neutron is "raveling from the source towards the detector and each beam
component in turn modifies the state of the neutron. If the neutron is nor absorbed or
scattered away, it will eventually reach r.he detector and its final state is recorder; for further
analysis. To obtain a reasonable representation of the characteristics of the neutron source,
"he sampling of random neutron states is carried out repeatedly (normally more than lO1'
"imes'j until the desired statistics is obtained. Finally, the recorded states are analyzed in
very much the same way o.s a real experiment, and Monte Carlo simulation of a neutron
scattering instrument may "bus be regarded as a "iri.ual experiment.

The state of a neutron has *o be represented in some way in the model, and normally
the so-called semi-classical -approach is adopted which means that wave mechanics is used



to describe the neutron and its interaction with different beam components [9,10j. The
representation of neutron may thus be written as a six-dimensional vector; either as (r. E,
Q). where r is the position vector, E is the energy, and Q. is the traveling direction, or as (r, v)
where v is the velocity vector. In addition, if polarization experiments are considered [11],
the spin of the neutron, s. has to be included. Since the length of the spin vector for a
neutron is \, only a two-component representation is required for describing its orientation.
However, a full three-component representation of the spin is preferred since it allows for an
extension to neutron rays. Finally, if we would like to model also time-of-flight experiments,
the traveling time t, for example since emission from the source, has to be stored.

In a real semi-classical simulation, a neutron is either traveling towards the detector in-
teracting with each component or it has been absorbed or scattered away. This can be
represented by a neutron weight p, which is either 1 if the neutron is still present or 0 if
the neutron is lost. For some beam components, e.g. transmission through filters, reflection
from monochromators. scattering from samples, etc., it is possible to define a neutron weight
in the range 0 < p < 1. For example, if the probability for transmission through a filter is
10%, p is multiplied by 0.1 and the neutron continues to the next component with this new-
weight. Equivalently, one could allow 10% of the neutron to pass the filter and 90% of the
neutrons would be absorbed, but the usage of the weight p improves the statistics of the
simulation considerably. The resulting state vector describing a neutron is thus

(r,v,s,t , p) (5)

i.e. the position, velocity, spin, time and weight of the neutron.

Software requirements

It is in principle rather easy to write a simple Monte Carlo program in Fortran or C for
simulating for example the TAS1 instrument in Figure 2. However, to write a general
simulation program for various types of neutron scattering instruments and that is used by
a large part of the neutron scattering community, some aspects have to be considered in
detail [12 14]. For example, if the ESS project is realized, the simulation programs used by
the neutron scattering community for designing the instruments will be the programs that
fulfil some conditions.

• The program has to be validated extensively. Since neutron scattering is an expensive
technique, any mistakes in the design of the instruments would be devastating.

• The program has to be modular. Many different kinds of instrument and beam
components are of interest and new types are constructed all the time. It must be easy
for the user to extend the simulation program with additional instruments and beam
components.

• The program has to be efficient. Long simulations are required (normally cpu-hours
to cpu-days), and the simulation program therefore has to be coded in a programming
language that provides an efficient executable resulting in fast simulations.
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• The program has to be user-friendly. It must be straightforward to start to use the
program and the usage should be more or less intuitive. Secondly, it must be easy for
the user to try new ideas, and again it should be straightforward for the user to include
minor changes and extensions in the program.

An important initiative is to define a set of standard instrument models for which a Monte
Carlo program can be tested against, where the first instrument to be included is a canon-
ical triple-axis spectrometer [15]. Such a suite of standard models would certainly be an
important part of the validation procedure for a simulation program, and the initiative is
currently supported by five Monte Carlo groups.

The data obtained from a simulation of an instument is analyzed to a large extent in the
same way as an experiment. It would therefore be preferred if the same tools could be used
to analyze all simulations carried out with various software as well as all experiments carried
out at various facilities around the world. The NeXus data format [16] provides such an
option and hopefully it will be fully supported in the future.

Design of McStas

The McStas (Monte Carlo Simulation of Triple -Axis Spectrometer) software was designed
already from the start with the aspects discussed in the previous section in mind, and a
version 1.0 was released in October 1998 113,14,17]. Already from the start, other groups
were invited to collaborate on the development of components to the software [13], and
McStas is currently used extensively not only at Ris0.

A meta-language has been constructed especially designed for the task of modelling neutron
scattering instruments. The physics of each beam component is defined in a separate file by
using this meta-language. Furthermore, an instrument file consisting of a list of components
and component parameters is also specified with the meta-language. Many standard compo-
nents are available in the McStas software (currently around 50 in version 1.4.2 [17]). but it is
in principle straightforward for users to implement additional components. The most recent
contributions include components for moderators at ESS. It should be noted that all the
physics of a neutron scattering instrument are included in the component and instrument
definitions and thereby separated from .the kernel containing.the actual simulation code,
which facilitates for the user to make minor changes and additions. Furthermore. McStas
contains some components that do not correspond to a physical beam component as for
example components for adaptive importance sampling (vide infra) and an interface between
the McStas and VITESS" [18] programs.

The instrument as defined by the meta-language is compiled by using the facilities provided
by FLEX (fast lexical analyzer generator) and a Bison parser generator. The compilation
checks the semantics of the instrument and component definitions and thus it ensures that
these definitions are correct. Furthermore, the compilation results in an ANSI-C code which
provides an efficient and fast simulation code.

As discussed in the previous section, the validation of a simiilabion software is of funda-
mental importance. Simulations comparing McStas and Restrax [19] with experiments have



been carried out for the cold-neutron triple-axis spectrometer IN14 at ILL, and very close
agreement was found between the simulations and experiment [20]. In addition, results
from McStas and Restrax have been compared for the new structure powder diffractometer
(SPODI) at FRM-II with good agreement between the two simulation programs [21].

A criterion for the success of a simulation is to what extent it has been used by others than the
original authors. The McStas software has been used extensively for modelling instrument
upgrades at ILL j*20, 22,23], design of instruments at the new facilities FRM-II [21,24-29],
and SNS [30].

Importance sampling

For some instruments, only very few neutrons reach the detector which gives poor statistics
and the simulation (or the experiment) has to be run for a very long time. In Monte Carlo
simulations, but not in real experiments, the situation can be improved by using importance
sampling.

In a regular Monte Carlo simulation, the neutron events are sampled from a probability
distribution describing the actual neutron source, pSOUTCe (r,v,s). Since-all sampled neutron
corresponds to experimentally equally possible states, the neutrons may be regarded to have
equal weight, w = 1. In a simulation, we can equally well sample the neutrons from any
distribution, -pany (r, v,s), but then the weight w has to be modified accordingly. Obviously,
it is preferable to sample neutrons more frequently that improve the statistics of the requested
result, where a necessary but in principle not sufficient condition is that the neutrons reach
the detector. To a priori determine the suitable distribution that optimizes the sampling
is a very difficult problem, and requires in principle that the results of the simulation are
known on beforehand. The solution is to use an adaptive procedure where pan-y (r, v,s) is
modified on-the-fly during the simulation.

In McStas, adaptive importance sampling can be utilized in two different ways by using
virtual components: one way is to use the Source_adapt component and the other way is to
use the Source_Gptimizer and Monitor_Optimizer components and both procedures are
described in detail in the McStas manual [14].

It is crucial to at least consider various ways of importance sampling in Monte Carlo
simulations. Otherwise, one may spend the simulation calculating the number zero with
a very high precision, i.e. the neutrons do not reach the detector. Furthermore, one may
actually learn something from the resulting probability distribution, which may provide
information on how the set-up of the experiment, or the design of the instrument may be
improved.

Prospects

The information obtained from simulations may be used for several purposes. For example,
the design of a new instrument can be optimized, experiments may planned in detail, and
the simulation data may assist in the analysis of experimental data [31,321. Many other
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possibilities exist and here some suggestions of extensions of McStas are listed that more or
less corresponds to to the discussion at the McStas workshop at Ris0 National Laboratory
in January 2001 [17,33].

• Virtual monitors can be placed in principle at each beam components. If the neutron
states at each component are stored, it would be possible to correlate any unexpected
results with the properties of the neutrons at some component. Consequently, Monte
Carlo simulations can be used to obtain information that is attainable in experiments.
Some support for calculating correlation functions exist in McStas in the components
Monitor_nD and PreMonitor_nD. Furthermore, if neutron states at a component are
stored, they may be used as a virtual source where a simulation may be restarted..

• In some cases it would be useful to group components in a so-called supercompo-
nent. The most trivial example is that the same setup of components for a part of
an instrument is used repeatedly and it would then be appreciated if one can refer
to this part by one entry in the instrument definition. Another example is if the
position and the relative order of some components are given by an external parameter.
This external parameter would be given as input to the supercomponent, which then
provided the components in the correct order. Other cases that may be treated within
a super-component are e.g. to allow for the neutron to interact many times with each
component, to handle splitting of neutron rays, and decoupling shape and funtion of
a sample component.

• It would be useful if an instrument parameter could be optimized automatically in a
single simulation. One way to do this would be to modify the neutron state vector as
(r, v, s, t. p, Q), where Q is an instrument parameter. Also the values of Q can be
sampled according to the Monte Carlo procedure, and an optimum value of Q may be
obtained from adaptive importance sampling.

• Currently, the length of a simulation is specified by the number of neutron events.
In line with the efforts by R. 'McGreevy and coworkers in developing software for
using other stopping conditions in experiments (such as the precision for a requested
property), suitable stopping conditions should be investigated by simulations.
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New Developments in Three-Axis Spectroscopy at the ILL

A. Hiess

Institut Laue - Langevin, BP 156, 38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France <t^e Ctcfif o diu.ce

Abstract (ssc ^ 4 ^ J^ 4 ^ J
experimental possibilities as well as the instrument requirements »

for inelastic neutron scattering experiments using Three-Axis Spectroscopy. In the first part
as an illustrative example the recent neutron scattering investigations^on theheavy fermion superconductor UPCI2AI3. In the second part the recent technical achievements

as well as future developments for Three-Axis spectroscopya which aim to meet the
experimental needs for such studies^e presentee

Scientific example

The information obtained from inelastic neutron scattering experiments characterizes the
dynamical response function of a material. In the following we will discuss recent inelastic
neutron scattering results from what is probably the most prominent example of a magnetic
heavy fermion superconductor: UPd2Al3 [1]. In this compound, effective heavy electrons (y =
150mJ/moleK2), superconductivity (Tsc = 2K) and antiferromagnetism (TN - 14K, u ~ IUB
perpendicular to the hexagonal c-axis) co-exist at low temperatures.

Inelastic neutron scattering experiments have been performed on DLL's cold neutron three-
axis spectrometer (TAS) IN14 using a large single crystal mounted inside a dilution
refrigerator. Below TN but in the normal state, the magnetic response close to the magnetic
zone center (0 0 1/2) is characterized by the co-existence of a dispersive feature with a quasi-
elastic signal centered around (0 0 1/2) (color slide 1). In the superconducting state; the
quasielastic signal is replaced by a low-lying inelastic mode in conjunction with an almost
unchanged dispersive feature at higher energies [2]. Suppressing the superconducting state
with temperature or by applying a magnetic field suppresses the low energy magnetic mode,
underlining that this signal is related to the formation of the superconducting state.
Polarisation analysis reveals that the quasielastic and both inelastic features have the same
polarisation in the magnetic channel. Based on these experimental results several theoretical
descriptions have been put forward, all describing the magnetic interactions in the normal
state as well as the relation between magnetic order and superconductivity [3], which reveal
the symmetry of the order parameter [4], and show that the superconductivity is mediated by
magnetism, as also suggested by tunnel spectroscopy [5]. The experimental conclusions are
summarized on slide 2.

The experimental results may be compared to the dynamic response of other related
compounds, (i) Similar experiments have been performed on the heavy fermion
antiferromagnetic superconductor UNi2Al3. Because all transition temperatures (TN - 4.5K,
Tsc - IK) and the magnetic moment (u ~ 0.2UB) are lower, the statistical error in the data is
higher. Nevertheless the normal state data are well described by the same features and a
similar model with an adjusted parameter set [6]. (ii) UGa3 is an itinerant antiferromagnet
with a significant orbital moment (TN = 67K); once again at least part of the /-electron
density of states resides in the conduction electron band. The right panel on color slide 1
shows that similar features as in the case of UPd2Al3 are observed; notably even down to
lowest temperatures an inelastic dispersive feature co-exists with strong quasi-elastic
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scattering [7]. This co-existence then appears to be a common feature of these magnetic / -
metals.

Instrumental developments

We now turn to the instrumental requirements for such kind of investigations, summarized on
slide 3: To quantify x"(q,co) our experiments start with a general "mapping" of the response
function, and then more selective scans in the regions of interest are done, often involving
polarisation analysis to isolate the magnetic cross section. Therefore single crystals are
necessary and, often weak, signals at (possibly) several positions in momentum space need to
be characterised. Of particular interest are the interactions near additional phase transitions,
such as superconductivity, which occurs usually below 2 K. This requires good cryogenics,
adequate energy resolution (~ kBTsc), and the use of other complementary techniques such as
Spherical Neutron Polarimetry (which helps to quantify the interaction between magnetic
excitations and lattice dynamics) or magnetic fields (which allow access to different parts of
the phase diagram).

At ELL, the high monochromatic flux at the sample position and the flexibility to perform
selected scans make three-axis spectrometers (TAS) the instrument of choice for these studies.
Here the recent TAS instrumentation efforts are reviewed: The primary spectrometers of the
thermal instruments IN8 (slide4) and IN20 (slide 5) are currently under reconstruction to
increase the monochromatic flux and the instruments' flexibility. Focusing super-mirror
guides will be added to IN 14 (cold) for the same purposes. One dimensional PA is now not
only available on IN14 and IN20 as well as on the CRG instruments IN12 (cold) and IN22
(thermal) but also on INI (hot) by using 3He filters. INS has also been equipped with PA and
is now used for inelastic (resonant) spin echo. Three-dimensional PA is available on IN20 and
will soon be on IN 14 and IN22. Concerning the secondary spectrometers (slide 6), a new
double focusing analyser is currently manufactured for IN8, and multiplexed analyser-
detector systems are envisaged for IN3, IN8, and IN14. To reduce background, time-of-flight
options for TAS are investigated.
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SMM 2. UPd^s : temperature dependence and superconductivity

More TAS experiments:

With ID-Polarisation analysis: same polarisation, coupled magnetic response
Experiment in magnetic field: suppresses s.c. and inelastic feature in parallel

Conclusions:

AF & superconductivity are linked
(confirms theoretical predictions, cf. Tunnel spectroscopy)

Neutrons can identify the ...
(1) symmetry of the order parameter.
(2) magnetic excitation, mediating the superconductivity (at 1.5meV).

NB: Several competing theoretical models on the origin of the dispersive response
and its coupling to the quasi-elastic scattering.
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3. Instrumental requirement!

Small samples (thin films): Low background (diffraction)
supress inelastic scattering

Check-out wide regions in S(q,co): Mapping possibilities

Important signals close to one Qo: Selective scans

Signals are weak and broad : Max. flux, adapted resolution

Separation of different contributions: 1D/3D Polarisation Analysis

Low transition temperatures:

Magnetic field dependence:

Dilution / 3He cryostats

(High) magnetic fields

Other Science: high temperatures & pressure, low scattering
angles (Brillouin) > » sample environment!

20/4/01 single crystal spectroscopy INSTITUT MAX VON LAUE - PAUL LANGEVIN Arno Hiess



4. Increasing flux and flexibility : IN8C
NBJ1RONS

Reconstruction of the primary spectrometer to increase flux and flexibility
Gain 6x to lOx, (109n s"1 cm"2) unchanged energy-, released q-resolution

Primary
protection
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hicreasinig flux and flexibility : IN20B5.

New horizontally focusing Heusler analyser &
monochromator (gain lOx, 108 n s~l cm 2 ) 10

1N20B: polarised monochromatic flux

o Heusler - old |
* PG002 old !

Heusler - measured
Heusier - expected |

1 . 5

X [A]

IN20B (new)polarised monochromatic
flux = IN20 (old) Linpolarised flux
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6. Multi-analyser/-detector systems

Improvements of double
focusing analyzers on
TAS instruments:

^m\
j$jMi0?

t *A

Neutrons

Sample
He3 Counters

Shielding Sheds

But 3 options of Multi-analyser/-detector systems now developed in parallel for
different instruments, IN3 used as test bed

(1) Banana analyser - detector (from FRM, F. Demmel): sub-thermal IN3
(2) RITA type (presented here by H. Ronnow), multi-blades: thermal INS
(3) Flat cone: banana with vertical geometry(within Mill. Prg.): cold IN 14

20/4/01 single crystal spectroscopy INSTITUT MAX VON LAUE - PAUL LANGEVIN Arno Hiess
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RITA-type triple axis spectrometers

H. M. Ronnow1

: CEA Grenoble. DRFMC. 17 Rue des Martvrs. 38000 Grenoble. France

Historically, the importance of triple-axis neutron spectrometers for our understanding of
excitations in condensed matter physics is indisputable. Today, other types of instruments
ranging from the spin-echo-technique to time-of-flight spectrometers at pulsed sources have
extended the range of obtainable energy resolution and absolute energy transfers. But as we
strive to understand new phenomena and materials, such as low-dimensional magnetism,
quantum phase transitions, high-Tc superconductors etc., it is often not the energy resolution
or the energy range but rather the weak scattering intensity, which is the limiting factor.

In general, the only improvements over the original triple-axis spectrometer design have been
increasing the flux reaching the instrument from the source and incorporation of focusing
monochromators and analysers in stead of the collimated beam configuration. The latter has
been motivated by a trend to study signals, which being broader and weaker require
sacrificing resolution for counting rate. However, significant improvements can be obtained
by exploiting advances in amongst other neutron-optics and detector technology. The RITA
spectrometerjt^j^Nadonal Laboratory was the fijrjLtQJncgj^ratej^
~6flSe~^^^^^^h_^Qm_jgujce, thFough/_detectorjo_analy_si.s [slide 1, ref. 1 and references

j herein], SincejJien1_ojhj£^^ at PSI_
I nave_^£ILiJiil^^d j_sev^ral newjs^jctngjcne^^ adagtine the same
I pfiilosophv [slide 2].

The front end of spectrometers inevitably has to be adapted to the source and environment
they are built in, but the original RITA spectrometer serves as a good example of the re-
thinking philosophy. A sapphire filter suppressed the fast neutron background from the
source, aided by pre-monocromating velocity selector, which acted as tuneable filter for
suppression of higher order wavelength contamination. The development of better shielding
materials also contributed to a very low background while at the same time allowing a short
spectrometer to decrease the effect of divergence and hence improve the flux. From the
monochromator, the neutrons were focused by tapered super mirror guides to give an overall
enhancement in flux at the sample pqsition of a factor of 2-4 over conventional front-ends.

\ Butlhe main novelty of RITA was the intr£djj£ti£nj}fj^ te_amnngjDoth
an analyser blBcTT"wTfK"T5uT̂ ^ a 2D position
sensIHvTHeitecToTXsnde 3]. The total size of the multiblade analyser at a short distSTclTrrorh
tn '̂"sample™"represents a gain of about a factor of 5 in solid angle coverage compared to
.standard analyser-detector systems. The challenge is to exploit this solid angle potential in
actual experiments. A standard focusing anaiyser of a similar size would result in a resolution
ellipsoid considerably extended both in q and energy. Only in special cases would it be
possible to place the long principal axis of such an ellipsoid along the dispersion of an
excitation (resolution focusing) or along an unimportant direction in (q,w)-space (low-
dimensional integration). However, the individually turnabie analyser blades can be
considered as a series of smaller resolution ellipsoids [slide 4], which can be arranged with
respect to each other more adequately in (q.w)-space. In other words, the total resolution
volume can be controlled to obtain so-called resolution focusing conditions [slide 5].
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A 2D position sensitive detector in general gives more information at no or at least very little
loss in total counting efficiency. In the same spirit, the commissioning RITA-II at PSI
incorporates an additional detector behind the analyser. While in many cases, the counts in
that detector will have a direct physical meaning, it will be an excellent tool for diagnosing
the background - and be at no cost neutron wise. Even if the PSD is used as a single detector,
it offers the possibility to detect spurious signals, and to optimise the signal to noise ratio by
choosing the effective detector size during the analysis after the experiment. But more
importantly, the neutron positions in the PSD can be converted to individual points in (q,w)-
space, so that in one data acquisition, a small region of reciprocal space is mapped [slides 6-8,
refs. 2-3]. This can be done even with a normal flat analyser and two radial collimators, but
again, much more flexibility in adapting the mapping to the given experiment is provided by
combining the PSD with a multiblade analyser.

Of course the added flexibility and the possibility of mapping adds complexity to the
experimental situation. This has been overcome by macro-programmable control program and
a set of utilities based on the MATLAB package for visualisation and analysis. Various
modes of operation of the multianalyser-PSD system are discussed in reference [1], but the
main point is that it gives the flexibility to optimise the spectrometer to each individual
experiment. In the same spirit, a modular system for mounting various collimators (parallel
and radial), beryllium and beryllium oxide filters and unforeseen additional motorised
equipment is invaluable for the practical optimisation of the experimental conditions.

As mentioned in the beginning, both cold and thermal neutron triple-axis spectrometers
continue to solve essential problems in condensed matter physics. Several newjrigle-axis

^spectrometers are presently beingbuUt__ai-fixjsting and_future sources and"Tlim~happy to see
tSaT^mosraS-ut^m^^^ol^x^&om^the experience withjUTA. ButTrTaddition, it is my
opinion that the~applicabiilty~of the RITA~ concept should be considered also for existing
instruments - if timely - through a complete upgrade. But even partial implementations can
lead to big improvements in the performance of a spectrometer.

[1] K. Lefmann, D. F. McMorrow, H. M. Rgmnow et ai, Physica B 283, 343 (2000)
[2] B. Lake, G. Aeppli, T. E. Mason et al, Nature 400, 43 (1999)
[3] S.-H. Lee, C. Broholm, T. H. Kim etal., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 3718 (2000)
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The RITA spectrometer at

Re-Invented Three
Axis spectrometer

• Filtered, focusing front-
end

• Back-end tank with
multi-blade analyser and
position sensitive
detector

• Modular and flexible
design of components

Balaton 3. juniZOOl

KN Clausen, DF McMorrow, T
Mason, G Aeppli, K Lefmann
and others

RITA-type spectrometers

PSLRITA-II €>
RITA-I (2002)

NIST; SPINS
(compact, very
productive)

Mtinich: PUMA
(thermal neutrons)

Balaton.?, juni 2001
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Back-end tank

A single back-end
tank with:
Array of 7
individually
turnable analyser
blades
Position sensitive
detector on a short
analyser arm

7 TUMEABLE
PG-CRY5TALS

Balaton 3. juni 2001

Multi-blade focusing and mapping

We can consider each
blade as an analyser
By turning the block, we
have some freedom in
positioning the blades

Each blade has its own
little resolution ellipse in

Focusing or mapping

Sample

PSD

Balaton3.juni 2001
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Focusing configurations

B

• A) Standard analyser, size i l A j
of ellipse depends on
collimation.

• B) Focusing in energy

• C) Focusing in Q0/1

• Relaxing focal point on
detector gives freedom in
Q/E range

• Any combination possible

XI . J

TA 1.5 13 17
q, (*"> 1, (A"')'

C F

i _i_ J I __•••;:
T4 15 tfl 17-02-01 0 0.1 020.3:
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Bahton3.juni2001

Mapping configurations

Dl) Multiplexing along Q

D2) Wider version - requires
longer analyser-detector arm

El) Flat analyser + 2 radial
collimators (Broholm on SPINS)
E2) Multiplexing along E,

near-field for narrow E-spacing,
far-field for broad E-spacing

Almost any combination possible
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MlAi K simultaneous background

Incommensurate
fluctuations and the gap
in superconducting

La2.xSrxCu04

Middle part of PSD for
signal, top+bottom for
background

System is away from the
gap well suited for
focusing along energy.
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Example: mapping (q,E)
Frustrated magnet ZnCr2O4

From frustrated paramagnet
to local spin resonance
Take cuts i n data for details
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Polarimetric Neutron Scattering

Francis Tasset

.Institut Laue-Langevin . Grenoble, France^

The object of this lecture is to introduce PolajJTnetricNeutron gx;atterinig|/both by, explaining
methodological issues and the corresponding instrumental developments.

.After a short re^Jjsfero^-utroiTsBjn polarization and the-iieutron polarization 3d-vector we
shall use a pictorial approach of the microscopic"th~eorv^_>Iume & Maleyev) to show "how a
polarized beam interacts with lattice and magnetic Fourier components iri_a_crystal_

Striking gxamples hSSSlfee.. given of using Spherical Neutron Poiarimetrv (SNP) and the
corresponding Cryopad polarimeter forThe investigation of non-cojlmejjj33agjaetic_structures
(ttTanguIar\ helices^ etcj. XKe unique potential of Neutron Polarimetry comes from the
nuclear-magnetic interference terms: they have long been used for high precision magnetic
density determination in paramagnets, ferromagnets, more recently in k=0 antiferromagnets,
and have the exciting potential to detect hybride nuclear-magnetic excitations.

Present limitations in the inelastic measurements will bring us naturally to a discussion on
what needs to be developed for neutron poiarimetry: intense polarised neutron beams and
advanced polarimetric instrumentation: (3He neutron spin fiiters, precise polarimeters).

Principle of SNP
NEUTRONS
?CR SCIENCE

Incident
polarisation vector

Nuclear and
Magnetic
Interaction

Scattered
polarisation vector
vector

magnetic interaction vecior
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Magnetic interaction vector
NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

The effective part of
the magnetic Fourier
component

M(Q) = pFMJ_(Q)

pFM(Q) M(Q)

ggg The elastic master equations
NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

2 equations -

- Cross section

- Scattered Polarisation

3 parts
- nuclear

- magnetic

- interference i

m
NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

CT = or + cr

"WV'.i

The nuclear part

a o
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m The magnetic part...
NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

M=M-M'

om = M. M

2 components flipped

1 component unflipped

ggg .. .and the chiral magnetic part.
NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

M= 5
Even x component

Odd y component

o=i(MxM)-R

= -i [M xM

M = a + ib
(case a=b)

a x b

Q

x component (even)

i

y component (Odd)
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The nuclear-maenetic Interference

oi={NM +N M).P0

N* M

-iliNAf -N

•N&M in phase: create polarisation along M, change the cross section
•N&M in phase quadrature: pure transverse component, no change in a

Longitudinal Polarisation Analysis,
1969

Experimental layout: .-^x
\ \ \ • cuding field fver

- polanser >C<\

- analyser ' 'c^x ":p"*'

- flippers
- adiabatic guide-field

everywhere



NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

Cryopad with Meissner Shields,
ffasseU989

How to access high Qs
- Adiabatic nutators

- Larmor precession coils

- Zero-field sample chamber

longitudinal guide-field —

rotation unit

guide •field lines

nutation transverse
guid«-fieJd(9i9O'

Outer meilsner screen

•> superconducting

inner meissner scree<

sample

NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

Cryopad-II, 1996

Orange cryostat
inside

Larger samples
allowed

Fixed coils
Easy to operate

secondary incident coil primary h<x>p coil



Cr9O^: looking at transverse component

• Antiferro with magneto-electric ; ~VI
effect " ^

• nuclear cell=magnetic ceil (k=0)

• M/N in phase quadrature (opposite
moments related by a center):
- no flipping ratios

- rotation of polarisation around M \ Pi ;j

- 180° domains: opposite rotation

NEUTRONS
FOR SCIENCE

The Antiferromagnetic Cr form factor in
al. 1998

Coolins; in combined
electric and magnetic
field to set a majority
domain

M/N from polarisation
rotation

Free of secondary
extinction -0 50

o.co 125



Inelastic measurements in CuGeO3?.
.al. 1998

Low dimensionaiity, Spin Peierls compound

Doubling of the cell, no soft mode.

Phonon hardening near transition

Below Tsp a 2meV gap opens at (0, 1, 1/2)

A 20% transverse polarisation is detected.

Static Spin Peierls Dimerisation in CuGeQ

73"

J
Inelastic Neutron Scatterine on CuGeO

Static Spin Peierls
dimerisation

S=l Excitations

Q dependence ?

:* Cu(3eO,



e

• The neutron absorption cross
section of. 3He.is highly spin
dependent

• Anti-parallel neutron spins are
absorbed...

• while parallel ones are
transmitted.

o,^barns'] = 6000.AJ.-ij

°T T=0

NEUTRONS
FCR SCIENCE

Conclusion

Spherical Neutron Polarimetry can be made on IN20 (inelastic) and D3
(elastic). Soon on IN 14, IN22 and JAERI.

Elastic SNP measurements
- SNP is good for complicated magnetic structures (zero-field).

- Highly interesting measurement of magneto-electric densities

Inelastic SNP:
- can be made right!

- unique promise to detecr spin-lattice coupling

- ongoing development programme f ILL. CEA-Grenoble & Jaerij ]jj)

The results depend primarily on a combination of flux and high quality
instrumentation.
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Atomic Resolution Neutron Holography
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2 Institut fur Experimentalphysik, Universitat Wien. Boltzmanngasse 5, A-1090. Austria

Abstract. The feasibility of atomic resolution neutron holography is discussed. For this there
are two different schemes. In the frame of the first approach a point-like source of slow
neutrons should be produced inside of the investigated crystal. Due to the extremely large
value of the incoherent scattering cross section of the proton, hydrogen atoms imbedded in a
metal single crystal lattice may serve as point-like sources as the sample irradiated by a
monochromatic beam of slow neutrons. The second approach utilizes the registration of the
interference between the incident and scattered beams by means of a point-like detector
inserted in the lattice of the crystal under investigation. In addition, neutron-induced electron,
holography is considered.

Introduction

Earlier it was proved that using of photoelectrons [1], X-rays [2] and soft gamma-rays [3]
atomic resolution holography can be accomplished.

In the present work we should like to show that atomic resolution holography can be done
even by the use of slow neutrons. This idea can be put into practice by different ways.

Discussion

The first method requires a point-like inner source of monochromatic neutrons. In order to
devise such a source we follow the considerations presented below. If we suppose that one
disposes of a point-like source of monochromatic spherical slow neutron waves, the intensity
of the wave field in a direction k and at a distance. R is given bv

T(k) = lo/R2 [1 + 2Re (Zaj) + (S ! a/ ! ] {1

The meaning of different terms in the expression (1) in many a sense is similar 10 those of the
X-ray holography case. That is, aj = (1/ij) bjexp([i(rj k - r, k) is the wave amplitude scattered
by a single nucleus, bj is the scattering length (which for slow neutrons has no angular
dependence), and rj is the position vector of the scatterer with respect to the source. The first
term is called the reference beam, the third is the object beam, while the second is composed
of the reference and object amplitudes. This last term contains the holographic information.
Similarly to X-rays, neutrons have a rather long mean free path compared to photoelectrons.
This causes several complications.

For successful observation of a hologram the following conditions should be hold:

a) The sample is a macroscopic imperfect single crystal in which the source atoms are at
crystallographically equivalent positions.

b) The size of the crystal is much smaller than RX/r, where R is the distance between the
crystal and the detector, r is the characteristic distance between the emitting atom and the
atoms contributing coherently to the hologram and A. is the wavelength of the emitted
radiation.



c) The monochromaticity of the radiation used should satisfy the condition AX/X « Xlx
where X is smaller than the required spatial resolution.

d) The relative resolution Xla < 1 ( a is the typical lattice parameter).

e) The Kossel-line pattern has to be filtered out by a so-called low-pass filter [4].

f) Since the holographic term in the expression (1) is of the order 10~* compared to the total
number of counts in one pixel of the detector, at least (4 - 6) x 108 counts have to be
collected in each pixel.

g) In order to avoid distortion of the observed intensity distribution a spherical shape of the
sample is advantegeous.

h) Contributions arising from Bragg reflections and inelastic scattering should be eliminated
or minimized.

In order to satisfy the above conditions we need an source of slow neutrons of wavelength X =
1 A. Such a source can be simulated by a point-like scatterer of neutrons with extremely high
incoherent scattering cross section. Incoherent scattering redistributes the collimated neutron
beam isotropically into the solid angle 4ft. It is well known that the incoherent proton -
neutron scattering cross section amc is equal to 79.91 barns, which exceeds a-mc of many other
nuclei by two orders of magnitude.

Now, let us consider the following experimental set-up. A spherically shaped metal-hydride
single crystal positioned on a goniometer is illuminated by a monochromatized neutron beam
of X = 1 A and AX/X = 2%. The scattered intensity is collected by a position sensitive
multidetector the pixel size of which is comparable to the size of the sample and positioned at
a distance R about 1 meter from the sample. The detector will collect elastically scattered
neutrons provided the first excitation energy level in the potential well containing the protons
is larger than the energy of the incoming neutrons (about 100 meV in the present case). The
inelastic contribution arising due to -phonon scattering can be decreased by keeping the
sample at liquid He temperature.

Looking for the best candidate for an experiment demonstrating the feasibility of the
holographic effect one could choose a metal-hydride possessing the following properties:
small neutron absorption cross section, small incoherent neutron scattering cross section of
the metal, stable against cooling, X/a < 1 and the energy level distance larger than 100 meV.

Some metal-hydrogen systems like TiHx and ZrHx undergo phase transitions during the
course of temperature treatment when loading them with hydrogen and thus, the original
single crystal structure may be damaged. The energy levels in some metal hydrides like PdHx

or VHX are not sufficiently separated. Table I contains a selection of metal-hydrides whose
properties are compatible with the requirements discussed so far. Table II contains the neutron
data of these metal hydrides.

Table I. Dynamic and lattice properties of some metal-hydrides.

Metal-hydride
Y(H)
Lu(H)
Sc(H)

AE(meV)
110/140
102/144
103/147

a (A)
3,66
3,52
3,34

c(A)
5,79
5,78
5.30

AEfmeV) is the energy level distance, a andc are the lattice parameter values of the hep rare-
earth metals.
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Table II. Neutron properties of the metal-hydride systems under consideration.

Element
Sc
Y
Lu
H
D

6 (fin )
12,29
7,75
7,3

-3,74
6,6

<Jinc (barn)
4,5
0,15
0,1

79,91
2.04

aa(barn)
27,2

1,3
76,4

0,33
0.000509

b is the coherent scattering length, ainc is the incoherent scattering cross section, aa is the
absorption cross section.

It is seen that while from the points of view of lattice structure and lattice dynamics all metal
hydrides listed in Table I are acceptable.

Contrary to the case of X-rays the size of the reemitting neutron source is small. The apparent
size is given by the zero-point oscillation, i.e. by the finite value of the localization of the
proton being on the ground level of the potential well. Elementary estimation predicts the
localization of the proton to be within 0,2 A. The size of the scattering objects, i.e. the size of
the neighbouring nuclei is even smaller (a fewfm).

There are some further questions specifically related to the method of neutron scattering
which should be discussed. First, the intensity of the incident neutron flux is much lower than
that of an X-ray beam but not discouragingly small. E.g. the flux at the single - ciystal
diffractometer (D9) at the ILL is ~ 10s n/(s cm2) which can provide quite an acceptable
intensity of scattered neutrons. The low intensity can be mitigateci by the use of large area-
detectors and, as it is typical for neutron experiments, by an increase of the size of the sample.
Since the effect of the redistribution of the incident neutrons does not depend on the direction
of the incident beam, the neutron flux at the sample can be increased by the decrease of the
collimation. In this case special attention should be paid to the Bragg reflections arising from
the diffraction of the incident neutron beam, because their high intensity may paralyse the
detector. It is worth noting that the Bragg reflections can not be filtered out by energy analysis
as it could be done in the case of X-rays. Consequently, in order to get rid of them spatial
filtering is required which relies on very accurate angular localization of the Bragg
reflections.

An alternative way to avoid the Bragg reflections is the use of a polarized neutron beam.
Since the incoherent scattering of the proton is caused by a spin flip process, all neutrons
scattered by protons will change their polarization in relation to the incident beam while the
coherently scattered neutrons forming the Bragg pattern are polarized in the same direction as
the incident ones. By inserting an analyser in front of the detector one can easily distinguish
the coherently scattered neutrons from those which have changed their polarization during the
course of the scattering process. In order to compensate for the loss of intensity neutron
focusing devices could be inserted before the sample. This would result in a gain of intensity
by another two orders of magnitudes.

Elastic multiple scattering by protons does not cause any problem since in the course of this
process the scattered neutron always meets a successive "redistributing" proton and thus can
be used again.

Inelasticity caused by accustic phonons gives rise to a negligible increase of the background
which can be damped by cooling the sample.
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The present method for earning out neutron holography can be used e.g. for determining of
the spatial position of deuterium atoms in the neighbourhood of the source atom, (for this
some part of the protons has to be replaced by deuterons), or to measure of the density
distribution of the proton trapped in the potential well.

Neutron holography can be done also in an alternative way using the principle of optical
reciprocity [6. 8]. In this method the positions of the source and the detector are interchanged.
The plane wave from a far-field source reaching directly a particular nucleus in the sample
can be considered as the reference beam, while the waves being scattered from neighbouring
nuclei serve as the object beam. These two waves interfere and the neutron density at the
positions of the particular nuclei chosen as microscopic detectors should vary as a function of
the sample orientation. This "detector nucleus" should possess a high cross-section for
neutron capture and the captured neutrons should trigger a prompt nuclear reaction, either
emitting a gamma-ray cascade, or other nuclear products (e.g. a or ft radiation). The measured
quantity is the total nuclear reaction yield. Some typical strongly neutron-absorbing isotopes
are listed in Table III.

Table III Neutron capture data for some strongly absorbing isotopes.

Isotope

jHe
"Li
10 g

l!jCd
!';Gd
233 TJ

Absorption cross section for
2200 rn/s neutrons aa (in barn)

5333

Type of nuclear reaction

3He + n -> p (573 keV)+ 3H (191 keV)
940 ! 6Li + n -> a (2.05 MeV) + 3H (2.727 MeV)

3835 10B + n -» a (1.47 MeV) + 7Li (0.83 MeV)
20600

259000
320

U3Cd + n -» Ii4Cd + y (mainly 0.576 MeV)
157Gd + n -> i58Gd + y-> conv. electr. (29 - 182 keV)

235 U + n -* X + X* ( I E = 80 MeV)

It is evident that isotopes producing a particles, conversion electrons or protons due to the
very small path length of the products can be used only for study of thin surface layers. For
bulky samples emitters of gamma-rays has to be considered.

The experimental layout in this case will be extremely simple. The spherical samples mounted
on a proper goniometer will be put into a well-collimated and duly monochromatized neutron
beam. The gamma rays following the neutron capture will be detected by the use of a
scintillation detector installed in such a way that the part of the sample illuminated by
neutrons is visible (Bragg geometry).

Since the inside detector concept is free of the influence of the Bragg pattern and the expected
value of the signal-to-noise ratio is high enough, it is considered very promising and simple in
its realization.

Conclusion

In summary, we conclude that relying on the above considerations the observation of atomic
resolution neutron holograms should be feasible.
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Introduction to NSE spectroscopy
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iNeutron Spin Echo (NSE) spectroscopy was introduced by F. Mezei in the early seventies and
! ^ £ ^ F H ^ in inelajiticjnja^^

j 0 2 0 % h i [1] M ihigh intensity advantage of_a beam which |s_onry j0i-20%jrioriochromatic [1]. Most spectroscopic
; meth^d§3£*SIm5ie" separately the energies ofthe incident (coj ancTscaTtered beams XS)Tn™OT<Ie?To
I dedi^,Jh£L.ejiergy^jTajnsfer (AoT= co-coj, wh ich j s j f t ^^
( scattering^. The accuracy in the "determination ofj» a jmdjMj|^
which can reach 10~3, but with the cosj of a h i ^ ^ th£
precession of neutron spins in a magnetic field js^used as a stop-watch, which is carried by each
rTeuTTorTmSividually and measures directly^ >yjth an ^
energy before and after the scattering process atjjhejsajnple.,.,™

The analysis of neutron spin precession implies the use of polarised neutron beams and NSE
spectrometers have components commonly found in polarised neutron spectroscopy: polariser and
analyser, which select and analyse the polarisation of the beam, magnetic fields, which determine
the quantisation direction ofthe set-up, and flippers, i.e. coils or arrangements of magnetic fields
that use the Larmor precession to modify in a defined way the direction ofthe beam polarisation
with respect to the direction of the magnetic field. Polarisers and analysers are similar devices,
which act very much like filters. The polariser delivers a polarised fraction out of the completely
depolarised beam, which comes from the reactor. On the other hand, the analyser is positioned in
front ofthe detectors and transmits only the fraction ofthe scattered beam with a given polarisation,
which can then reach the detectors and be recorded. The typical wavelength range of NSE
spectrometers covers the cold neutron spectrum and polarisers or analysers are arrangements of
supermirrors designed for broadband operation [2].

In the weak magnetic fields commonly used in neutron scattering, the magnetic moment of neutrons

(//) follows the classical equation of motion: djlldt-—y ijixH\ = jixa)L, where y is the

"gyromagnetic ratio" with yl2% = -2916.4 Hz/Oe, H the magnetic field and coL the Larmor
precession frequency. Any change of the magnetic field along the neutron flight path can be
associated to a frequency coH = d(~H / H ) / dt, the module of which (ooH = ~coH\) can then be

compared to co , the module of co,. When co « co , the change in the magnetic field is slow and

can be followed adiabatically by the neutron spins. On the other hand, when co » co , neutron

spins experience an abrupt change in the direction ofthe magnetic field and they cannot follow,

Mezei flippers [1] are thin coils positioned in the beam, and their function illustrates the use of
Larmor precession in polarised neutron spectroscopy. The flipper coil creates a magnetic field
perpendicular to the external field, whereas an additional coil compensates the external magnetic
field at the position of the flipper. As shown by the upper part of the first viewgraph, neutrons
experience a non-adiabatic change of 90° in the direction of the magnetic field along the conductor
wire ofthe flipper coil, i.e. a typical distance of 1 mm. If the polarisation is parallel to the magnetic
field outside the flipper coil, it will become perpendicular to the field in the flipper and will Larmor
precess with an angle of: 0 — co t —yHd/v^yHdA., where t is the flight time of neutrons in the

flipper, v their velocity, X their wavelength, d the thickness ofthe flipper coil (i.e. the flight path of
neutrons in the flipper) and H the magnetic field in the flipper. The angle § can then be tuned to
any value by changing the magnetic field H, i.e. the current through the flipper coil.
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Polarised neutron spectroscopy extensively uses Larmor precession, adiabatic and non-adiabatic
changes of the magnetic field to control the polarisation of neutrons. In NSE Larmor precession is
of fundamental importance because it measures the energy transfer of neutrons at the sample. The
upper part of the second viewgraph shows schematically the set-up of an ideal NSE spectrometer. A
beam with a polarisation parallel to the magnetic field enters a Mezei flipper, which is tuned for a
90° rotation (TC/2 flipper). At the exit of the flipper the polarisation is perpendicular to the magnetic
field and Larmor precessions will start. At any distance dL from the flipper the precession angle is
0 ;.= yR^h^-jHA^X and any wavelength distribution (AX) will result in a distribution of
precession angles (Aty) and the loss of polarisation. When the beam enters an area with a magnetic
field opposite to the first one (H2=-Hl), the total precession angle becomes <j) - y(Hldl-H2d2)/v
and the polarisation is completely recovered for Hldl = H2d2. At the last part of the spectrometer a
second TT/2 flipper brings one component of the polarisation parallel to the magnetic field so that
neutrons can be transmitted by an analyser and recorded by a detector. In practice the magnetic field
is not reversed but, as in electronic spin echo, a % flipper marks the reversal of precessions.

The echo condition H{dx = H2d2 (or 3<p/3v = 0 in its most general formulation) does not depend on
beam characteristics like wavelength, monochromatisation, collimation etc. and NSE is the only
inelastic neutron scattering technique to decouple energy resolution from the geometry of the
spectrometer. An inelastic scattering sample, placed next to the % flipper, which is the symmetry
point of NSE spectrometers, modifies the wavelength of neutrons and breaks the symmetry between
the two branches of the spectrometer. The initial polarisation cannot be recovered and this loss is
directly related to the energy transfer of neutrons at the sample. The measurement delivers the
projection of the polarisation along the direction of the analyser P^" = Ps < cos(^- <$>)>, where
Ps denotes the polarisation of the beam after scattering at the sample and
(t)-<(j)>- yiH^ /Vj - H2d2 lv2) with v, and v2 the neutron velocities before and after the sample

respectively. At a first order <|)—«j» is proportional to the energy transfer: (|)-<(j)> =t (co-(Oo) and
the proportionality factor is the Fourier time t = HydH/'mv2 - O.l863dHA?. The NSE polarisation is

therefore given by: P^ - Ps J S(Q,co)cos[t(co-coo)]dco/ J S(Q,a>)da>, which in the case of

quasielastic scattering (co0 = 0) reduces to P™ IP,. = Re[S(Q,t)]/S(Q) = s(Q,t). In other words NSE
delivers the intermediate scattering function, s(Q,t), instead of S(Q,co), and the origin of the
Fourier transformation is the cosine term of the projection of the polarisation along the one
direction, which corresponds to the magnetic field of the analyser.

NSE is particularly successful for studying dynamics of disordered systems, like polymers, glasses
and spin glasses, where relaxation can be very slow and the high brilliance of a broad wavelength
range is only of advantage because no high Q resolution is required. Furthermore, relaxation in
these systems usually deviates strongly from the simple exponential form and NSE is particularly
well suited for detailed line-shape analysis. Indeed, the deconvolution of the data from the
instrumental function necessary in the co-space reduces to a simple division of the spectra with the
instrumental function in the Fourier time space. In single crystalline spectroscopy NSE is
successfully used as add-on to triple axis spectrometers (TAS) [3,4]. The host TAS spectrometers
deliver the highly monochromatic beam needed in single crystalline spectroscopy and filter out all
elastic and inelastic scattering contributions except of the one, that is to be investigated, whereas the
NSE add-on allows for reaching resolutions in the ueV range and for measuring intrinsic linewidths
of elementary excitations like phonons or magnons.
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Larmor precession and "Mezei" flippers
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ideal neutron spin echo spectrometer

Polaiisedn
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beam

7//H*
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rt/2 flipper
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realisation of a INSE spectrometer
Polarised
neutron
beam

analyser

I

idi = H2d2

Echo condition Yi^ = H2d2 (more generally 6<|)/6v = 0)
does not depend on

• the wavelength
• the monochromatisation
• the beam collimation

energy resolution decoupled from geometry of the spectrometer
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NSE with a sample
rt flipper

Polarised n
neutron
beam

analyser
m

Total precession angle .^^^-^zzy^ d^Ar, - dJEl/vj ]

.scata. elastic scattering : v r - v2, <j> = 0 and

b. inelastic scattering : v-^ v;, <j> & 0 and PNSE < P^SE

NSE uses <|> to measure the energy change of neutrons at the sample
= E1-E2 = (mv1

2-mv2
2)/2

We require that

At first order in 6v = v - (v)

<j> -(<p) - Y [ diHiSv^!2 - d2H26v2/v2
2 ] and

co - {co) = [ v16v1-v26v2 ] m / h

Yd1H1/v1
2= t Y^/fi and •yd2H2/v2

2= t v2m///

general NSE condition = 0
co=co0
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Quasielastic scattering
at flipper

Polarisechin
analyser

scat. /S(Q,co) cos [t(oa-co0)] dco
s /S(Q,co) dco

for quasi-elastic scattering G3O = 0
scat.

=• Re[S(at)] /S(Q) = s(Q,t)

most generally <j> - {<j>) = f (Q,co) oc S(Q, co)
locally

NSE measurement sequence
At a given wavelength :

NSE spectra are measured as a function of the precession
field (integral) => Fourier time

Typical range : 3 (2+1) orders of magnitude

for--^5 A , d=2.5. m — <H> =200 Oe = 0.02 T
1842 full precessions

t = 0.1863*0.05 T.m »5 3 ns = 1.16 ns, co » 0.5//e¥

Maximum Fourier time at IN15 « 30G ns (2 neV)

At each wavelength :
determination of the Larmor frequency

At each precession field (Fourier time) :
setting of flippers

position of echo (phase coil)
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Experimental determination of the echo amplitude
Lup

"•average

Id o w n -~ —— —--——-«——--—«-—• — —.— —. —

-2 -1 0 1
current in the phase coil

E = Re(S(Q,t))/2,

- ' ^ v * u p "Mown/ -i

NSE spectrometers
single detector spectrometers

INll, IN15 (ILL), MESS (Saclay), NSE in Jiilich and NIST
Resonance Spin Echo : MIEZE (Saclay)

mult i -angle spectrometers
Multidetector option of INll : INllC (30 deg opening)
Wide Angle NSE SPAN (HMI)

COMBINATION OF TAS AND NSE (TASSE)
IN20 (ILL) C. Zeyen, J, Kulda (thermal)
PONTA (ISSP-JAERI) C. Zeyen, K. Kakurai (thermal)

COMBINATION OF TAS AND NRSE
FLEX - V2 (HMI) T. Keller, K.Habicht, R. Golub,

P.Vorderwisch, and F.Mezei (cold)
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lavout of a i ll generic NSE spectrometer
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Conventional inelastic
neutron scattering techniques

energy transfer determined by the
differences of the incoming and

outcoming energies

high resolution<s>high monoehromaiisation

measurements in q and m space :
convolution of S(q,a>) with the instrumental

resolution function

separation of inelastic contributions from
each other and from the

elastic part
(TAS or TOF techniques)

Neutron Spin Echo

! measures directly (cos^i). which is related to
I die energy transfer

high ooresolution tin the 105 range)
decoupled from beam monochromatisation

measurements in q and t space : product of
s(q,t) with the instrumental function
fundamental for line-shape analysis

measurement of the total scattering from
the sample ==*• limitation for inelastic

studies

combination of NSE with TAS

Challenges for NSE Spectroscopy

isher resolution :

U P t 0 Courier •«

SANS configuration M. Monkebusch et al.

higher solid angles :

up to 0.27 strad - SPAN configuration

Pulsed sources
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Field Dependence of the Magnetic Soliton Lattice in CuB2O4
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Abstract-Copper metaborate, C11B2O4, undergoes a second order phase transition at TN~21K

from a paramagnetic into an antiferromagnetic ordered system. Neutron elastic measurements
performed on a single crystal below T*=10K have shown that the propagation vector
continuously increases from k =0 at T* to k =(0,0.0.15) at T=1.8K. During the transition from
the commensurate phase (CP) into the incommensurate phase (1CP) higher order satellites
appear near T*, which have been interpreted on the basis of Landau theory of phase
transitions as a formation of a magnetic soliton lattice. In the present paper we show new
experimental results, obtained by applying an external magnetic field in the tetragonal plane.

O1B2O4 crysrallises in space-group l42d(Dx^d), with 12 formula units per unit-cell. The Cu2+

ions occupy two non-equivalent sites, namely Cu(A) (site 4b, local symmetry 4) and Cu(B)
(site 8d, local symmetry 2). In the commensurate phase (10K<T<21K) the spins form an
antiferromagnetically ordered arrangement. Whereas the magnetic moments at the A-site
almost have the value of an isolated Cu2~-ion of M-(A)~1M-B, the moments at the B-site are
small, reaching a value of about U.(B) ~0,2U.B [1]. Below the critical temperature T*==10K,
elastic neutron measurments have shown that the propagation vector continuously increases
from k=0 to a value of k=(0,0,0.15) at the lowest measured temperature of T-1.8K [1]. The
spins on both sites start to rotate around the tetragonal c-axes, forming regular helices with
constant modulus of the spins for a given temperature. The spins on the A-site keep their
moment of 1 U.B when lowering the temperature, whereas the: B-moments continuously
increase.

The temperature behaviour of the propagation-vector and the magnetic moments, as well as
the specific heat and magnetic susceptibility data have been successfully explained on the
basis of the Landau theory[4]. The thermodynamical potential has been written as a sum of
exchange energies, relativistic Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia interactions and a 4X order anisctropy
in the basal plane observed from magnetization measurements, for both subsystems A and B
as well as for the coupling of the systems. Under the assumption that the modulus of the order
parameter is constant, minimizing of the free-energy yields the well-known sine-Gordon
differential equation for the phase CP=(PA+CPB:

T rsin(4p) 0, (1)
dz"

where z corresponds to the crystallographic c-direction.
The solution of Equ. 1 can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals [2,3]. In the neutron
scattering cross-section higher order harmonics appear near the phase transition CP-ICP [2] at
positions k=±3ko,±5ko,.., where ko is the value of the propagation-vector in the
incommensurate phase. The appearance of higher order satellites in CUB2O4 has been proofed
by experiment recently (see Fig. 1, [1]).
In a previous measurement 1] we showed that CUB2O4 forms a magnetic soliton lattice below
T=10K. In order to further support our results, we studied copper metaborate with a magnetic
field along the [1,-1,0] crystallographic direction of the crystal. Although the data collection
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for a complete phase diagram (H,T) is not completed, first results u i be given. The
experiments were done at the spallation-neutron-source SINQ (Switzerland) )n the triple-axis
spectrometer TASP operated in elastic mode. The use of a triple-axis s;)e:trometer for the
present measurements is justified by the requirement of having an excellent intensity-to-noise
ratio which can be achieved by using an analyzer to discriminate the background. The
measurements were performed with a neutron wave-vector k=1.64 A"1, with a SO'-collimation
in the incident beam. A graphite filter of 10cm length was installed in the incoming beam to
eliminate residual high energy neutrons.
In contrast to the zero-field case we observe a jump in the temperature dependence of the
propagation vector ko(T). Higher order satellites (k=±3ko,±5ko,..) near T* disappear. Instead,
a 'mixed'-phase appears, characterized by the coexistence of first order satellites and the
commensurate magnetic Bragg-position, which goes over to the normal commensurate phase
by further heating.
A similar discontinuity at the phase transition has been observed for the dependence of the k-
vector as a function of the field H. Figure 2 shows the intensities for first order satellites and
central peak. Between 1.2 and 1.4T there is the mixed-phase region. In addition, at T=4.2K,
higher harmonics appear at positions k=±2ko for magnetic fields larger than 0.7T. They show
a maximum in intensity at the phase-transition and disappear afterwards (inset in Fig.2).
The appearance of higher harmonics k=±2ko as well as the behaviour of the intensities are
qualitatively in agreement with the theory of Izyumov for the formation and field-dependence
of a magnetic soliton lattice[2]. Higher harmonics should appear at positions k=(n±l)ko,
(2n±l)ko,.., where n is the order of the anisotropy in the basal plane. In the zero field case the
origin of the higher harmonics is due to the weak 4 order anisotropy (n=4)[l], and therefore
appear at positions k=±3ko,±5ko. An external magnetic field can be considered as lsl order
anisotropic (n=l) [2]. As the, 1st order anisotropy is now dominating the harmonics arise at
k=±2ko. A detailed analysis of the present results will be published elsewhere.
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Fig.2:open circle: commensurate integrated
intensity measured at the [1,1,0] Bragg
position; closed circle: 1st order satellite
intensity at [l,l,k]. The inset shows the
intensity of the 2nd harmonics.

[1] B.Roessli, J.Schefer, G.Petrakovskii, B.Ouladdiaf, M.Boehm, U.Staub, A.Vorontinov,
L.Bezmartenikh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 85 (2001), 1885.
[2] Yu.A.Izyumov, PhysiacaB 174 (1991), 9-17.
[3] IE. Dzyaloshinskii, Sov. Phys. JETP, 19 (1964), 960
[4] G.Petrakovskii et al.,submitted in JETP.
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Simultaneous Evaluation of Spin Polarized Neutron and
Mossbauer Reflectivities

L. Deak1, H. Spiering2, L. Bottyan1, D.L. Nagy1

!KFKJ RL ear, \ ] istitute for Particle and Nuclear Physics, P.O. B. 49, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary
2Institu; fui \ii irganische und Analytische Chemie, Johannes Gutenberg Universitat Mainz,

Staudinger Weg 9, D-55099 Mainz, Germany

Introduction

SpirMPolarized Neutron Reflectometry__(SPNR), Synchrotron Mossbauer Reflectometry
(SMR) andjC2rav_Reflgctometrv (XR) are powerful tools of studying ma^eticjnultilavers
(MMLs)"^ndjhja-fiims.- The detectable information on a thin or stratified structure by~the~
reflectometric techniques is the one-dimensional scattering amplitude density profile
perpendicular to the surface, which in turn can be related to the chemical/isotopic/magnetic,
etc. profile within the penetration depth of the corresponding radiation. X-ray and neutron
reflectometry, therefore, have become standard tools in studying surfaces and thin films. In
nonresonant X-ray or unpolarized neutron reflectometry, the scattering processes being
independent of the polarization of the incident wave, any stratified medium can be described
by a scalar complex index of refraction. There are other important cases, however, in which
the scattering medium is birefringent for the corresponding radiation, and the polarization-
dependent multiple scattering leads to non-scalar optics. These cases include SPNR and SMR,
the latter being only ajspecial but well-studied case of the anisotropic (resonant) X-ray

scattering problem. j ^Imt Wj?/4ee^, -dev&foP^
if

\ Applying a covariant optical/formalism of stratified anisotropic media [1] we have developed
a working_theoryjbr JMR^[2] and we have recently publishedTa common optical theory of

with the capability of taking into account the guiding field effects of
SPNR. [3, 4]7~Air~tKe three theories have some important co:tnmoji_ir2arajnie^ej^j[sjich_as
thicknesseg, rouglm^

EFFINO

We developed the computer program EFFINO (Environment For Fitting Nuclear Optics) that
can be used for simultaneous fitting of SPNR, SMR and XR spectra [5,3]. The program EFFI
[6] has developed over the years in several steps from the Mossbauer fit program MOSFUN
[7] which already used [8] the formalism of Blume and Kistner for the calculation of
Mossbauer absorption spectra [9]. The main concern was to enable handling and fitting
several data sets simultaneously whereby each data set (not necessarily a Mossbauer
spectrum) may have its own "theory", so that the program becomes an "environment" for
parameter fitting. EFFINO is the implementation of EFFI for fitting energy-domain and time-
domain resonant nuclear (and electronic) scattering spectra in the two Nuclear Optical limits,
i.e., in the forward scattering and in the grazing incidence geometry and also for fitting SPNR
spectra.

The spectrum parameters in EFFINO are determined by least squares fitting (Newton or
gradient). Up to 16 spectra can be evaluated simultaneously. The matrix used for (linearly)
correlating parameters and variables of a fit as firsl introduced by Kulcsar et al. [10] has been
generalized to products of parameters and can now be more flexibly used. The physical
theories and the main part of organization are in Fortran 77 code whereas the X-window
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subroutines are written in C-code [11]. The program was developed on P( > ruining the
LINUX system and is available from [6].

Applications
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Fig 1. XR, SMR and Neutron reflectometry measure-
ments of [57Fe(2.33 nm)/natFe(2.33 nm)]10MML.

As application we studied an [57Fe(2.33nm)/"atFe(2.33 nm)]io multilayer. The simultaneous
data evaluation of the different kind of reflectometric spectra was made by EFFI [6].
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Coarsening of Antiferromagnetic Domains:
the K ey Role of Magneto-crystalline Anisotropy1

M. Major, L. Bottyan, and D, L. Nagy

KFKI Research Institute for Particle and Nuclear Physics,
P.O.B. 49. H-1525 Budapest, Hungary

Experimental ,i.nd theoretical study of the magnetic domain structure of an antiferromag-
neticaly coupled MgO(001)/[57Fe(26 A)/Cr(13 A)]20 superlattice is presented [lj. Syn-
chrotron Mossbauer reflectometric (SMR) and polarized neutron reflectometric (PNR)
maps show micrometer-size (2.6 jxm) primary domain formation as the external field de-
creases from full saturation (H S> Hsat fa 0.9 T). From this primary domain state a
secondary domain state forms with majority presence of (order of magnitude) larger2

(> 16.5 u.m) and minority presence of smaller (2.6 uzn) domains when passing a spin-
flop transition3 (Haf = 13 mT) from field-parallel to field-perpendicular direction. This
domain coarsening is illustrated on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 cited from [1].

A simple two dimensional Monte-O&rlo calculation is presented in [2] on the transition
from primary domain state to secondary domain state of the multilayter. By applying
simple first neighbour domain formation rules both the primary and the secondary AF
domain formation can be followed with results being in fair accordance to already available
Kerr-microscopic resxilts on Fe/Cr trilayers [3].

The presented model in accordance with the PNR and SMR measurements gives a new in-
sight into the nature of the domain transformation and lifts a controversy in the literature
by showing that the condition for domain coarsening is not the equilibrium of the Zeeman
energy with the domain-wall energy, but the equilibrium, of the Zeeman energy with the
anisotropy energy. It is only this equilibrium that permits the minute AF domain-wall
energy to shape the domain structure. Out of this equilibrium the Zeeman energy or the
anisotropy energy whichever is greater stabilizes the actual domain structure.
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'A shortened preprint of a paper submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. [1].
2Due to the finite experimental resolution only a lower limit can be given.
3In remanence, the magnetization vectors of the Fe layers in an antiferromagnetically coupled super-

lattice with fourfold in-plane anisotropy point in an easy direction (Fe{010} or Fe{100}). Releasing the
external field from saturation along an easy axis, the magnetizations settle solely in the perpendicular
easy direction. As observed by PNR [4] and SMR [5], an irreversible spin-flop transition takes place
when a moderate magnetic field is applied within the easy axis in which the layer magnetizations actu-
ally lay. At a given spin-flop field Hs{, the layer magnetizations jump into the perpendicular easy axis.
This alignment is retained in remanence and on further field cycles until the sample is turned with the
magnetizations parallel to the field.
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Figure 2: Normalized neutron reflectivity maps. Polarized neutron intensity scattered specu-
larly and off-specuiarly by a MgO(OOl) ^7Fe(26A;/Cr(13A)J2o multilayer in a magnetic field of
A) 7 mT. B) 14.2 mT and C) 35 mT in R (left side) and in Rr^ (right side) channels as a
function of the scattering vector components qx and qz.
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The Small Angle Neutron Scattering spectrometer
at the Budapest Research Reactor

E. Retfalvi, L. Almasy, Gy. Torok, A. Len, L, Rosta
Research Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary

of the Small Angle Neutron Scattering spectrometer (named ,,Yellow
Submarine") at the Budapest Research Reactor has been finished"Tn~wTnter 2"001. ParalleTtcT
tteisggllali6ri,™ora liquid hydrogen cold source, Theguide systj:m_of^te^£ectrometer was
also rebuilt to a more optimized geometry The old natural Ni-coated guide sections of 2.5x10
OTT*aHe1rtrie"'veTocity selector have been replaced by a new sup¥rmTfr6T coated" curved neutron

\ guide witlT^x4 cm2 cross section The neutron flux of the upgr^xied^jrjecto^eterj^ much
I &igK^Tip7callz7at 6A* bz a factorof40~Neutrons are monochromatized by a multidisc type
1 mechanical velocity selector with variable wavelength from 3.55A to 24A. The beam is
\ forme^bxa,.fixed length collim^ The wavelengtE'"
L distribution measured by the detector is shown in Figure 1,
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Figure 1. Wavelength measured by the detector of.,Yellow Submarine"

In fall 2001 the actual collimator tube will be replaced by a variable collimation path system
allowing the optimization of resolution for the maximum and minimum sample-to-detector
distances. The scheme of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.

Neutron
guide

Velocity selector
(mechanical)

2-dimensicnal
position sensitive

detector

Figure 2. Scheme of the Small .Angle Neutron Scattering Instrument
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Samples are fixed in an automatic sample changer with temperature regulated'by external bath
between -50°C and 200°C. The new larger sample changer with vacuum system is under
construction. Cryostat, electromagnet (H=1.2T) and high temperature furnace can also be
mounted in sample position.

a, sample position with magnet b, 2D detector
Figure 2. Photos

The scattered neutrons are detected by a 64x64 pixels two dimensional position sensitive
detector filled with BF3. The detector is made by LETI, Grenoble, France. The control and
data acquisition electronics is made in the Laboratoire Leon Brillouin, Saclay, France. An
IBM compatible personal computer is used to run the control and data acquisition software.
Primary data treatment includes the regrouping of the two-dimensional scattering patterns
depending on the type of scattering (isotropic or anisotropic), background subtraction,
correction for transmission and normalization to standard samples, usually to 1 mm water.
The parameters characterizing the equipment are collected in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the SANS spectrometer „Yellow Submarine"

Beam tube
Monochromator
Incident wavelength
Wavelength resolution
Maximum beam size at sample
Transferred momentum range
Sample-to-detector distance
Detector
Ancillary equipment
Data acquisition

neutron guide No.2 - 4x4 cm" cross section
mechanical velocity selector
3.55<X(A)<24
5% < AX/X < 20% (usually 13%)
12 mm
4xl0"3<q(A"')<0.45
continuously adjustable from 1.3 to 5.5 m
2D multidetector, 64x64 cm2, BF3

sample changer, cryostat, magnet, furnace
Daffodil(Saclay) + personal computer
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Residual stresses evaluation by neutron diffraction: some
industrial applications and perspectives

M. Rogante
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Introduction

Materials and components of technological and industrial interest can present Residual
Stresses (RS), that can be generated during the manufacturing process - e. g. extruding,
welding, and forging -, or as a consequence of plastic deformations or thermal treatments.
When RS add to external loads, they can enhance fatigue processes, earlier inducing failure of
the component. Is=4his-pa£Ler, Hxamples of RS determination in industrial applications are
reportedytfne ^ ^ a i s 1 AA 6082 alloy extruded samples, the other FegSi4s a 2,25CrlMo
ferritic steel welded pipe after thermal treatment. Other examples are shown, succesisively,
concerning particular industrial problems which need to be studied also by adopting the same
technique.

Layout

RS measurements by neutron diffraction have been performed considering, after annealing, an
Al alloy AA6082 extruded sample submitted to low quenching rate, and another one
submitted to high quenching rate. This alloy is normally used for extruded components, and
widely adopted in European structural applications. The measurements have been performed
using the E3 diffractometer of the Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin. The analysed extruded
samples were submitted, before the measurements, to an annealing process at high
temperature; then, a sample was submitted to low quenching rate, and another one submitted
to high quenching rate. The samples were of cylindrical shape (height = 50 mm; diameter =
100 mm). The measurements were performed corresponding to gauge points aligned along
radial straight lines, parallel each to the other. In particular, the (331) reflection was
considered. The obtained RS values are reported in figure 1. The considered experimental
error for the same values was ± 20 MPa.
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Fig. 1 - RS values a (GPa) versus radius R (mm) - AA6082 samples
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The results show, in particular, • the effect of the different quenching rates, and the
consequence of the extrusion process.
RS in a 2.25CrlMo ferritic arc welded pipe after relaxation heat treatment were determined
using the G5.2 diffractometer of the Orphee reactor at LLB, Saciay (F). Such kind of pipe is
adopted for heat exchangers, and its constitutive material is often preferred instead of
austenitic steels, for the reduced weidability problems that it presents. Results have shown
that the treatment has been effective, even if not totally, in smooth the RS profile, and that it
is not lost the memory of the initial mechanical treatment.
Anther example concerns automotive technology, where the stress concentration factor in
particular shape components can lead the material to failure. This is the case of RS on the
tooth-ground of gear wheels, where the teeth root frequently undergoes to cracking when
tensile RS are present in surface layers, as typical loads are impulsive and very high. Critical
points couid be located either at the teeth root, or at the midway of two consecutive teeth. A
shot peening process of on the surface couid replace surface tensile stresses with compressive
ones (fig. 2); so, in shot peened gear wheels, compressive RS on the tooth ground yet
represents a problem.

measurement spots

\ / \ I 10-30 mm

\ / I /

t
; iisr,s;ie'>

5-1C mm i 300mm

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Another application is the determination of RS distribution on the brake-disks (fig. 3), as a
function of the depth from the surface.
A critical problem that can be studied with neutrons is the stress-corrosion in LPG tanks,
which creates inter crystalline and intergranular cracks. These defects are consequence either
of the construction technique of the tanks, or of the presence of aggressive element in the
same gas. The tensile corrosion is remarkably amplified by the successive circumferential
welding. Figure 8 shows traversing longitudinal and transversal cracks near welded joins of
GPL tank. ~

Neutron diffraction could be useful, in this case, in order to know the spatial and directional
distribution of internal RS before and after eventual heat treatments of samples of the same
material.
In the frame of a more direct co-operation with Italian Industry, seminars are organised by
Rogante Engineering Office - on neutron techniques and facilities - directly at the single.
Italian industries. Such interaction is allowing, in a very concrete way, to know industrial
needs, and can contribute to the development either of the national technology, or of the
sample environment apparatus.
[1] - M. Rogante, Ph. D. thesis, University of Boiogna, 1999.
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Temperature evolution of HoBa2Cu408 crystal structure

A.Sokolov'\ D.Chernyshov1, V.Trounov', A.Furrer2, D.Rubio Temprano"

''Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute. Gatchina. Leningrad region. 188300 RUSSIA
:Paui Scherrer Institute. Villigen. CH-5232 SWITZERLAND

The giant isotope-substitution effect on the pseudogap opening temperature (T ) in
HoBaiCu-jOs was discovered recently [1. 2]. The neutron diffraction investigation of this
compound by the neutron diffractometer HRPT (PSI, Switzerland) was conducted to search
the possible changes in the structure at the temperatures near T*. Despite of the fact, that the
actual sample was indeed the multiphase mixture with different isotopic containing (T*~170
K), we have obtained promising results.

The temperature dependence of the lattice parameter b (Fig. 1) demonstrates a kink at T=140
K - the slope of the temperature dependence changes drastically. Similar peculiarities are
observed also for the lattice parameters a and c. but they are more weak.
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Fig. 1 Lattice constant b vs temperature. Solid lines are "guides for eye11. •

Due to the fact, that the lattice parameter b is determined solely by the length and the angle of
bonds Cu2-O3 (in CuO? plane), we have calculated the respect temperature dependencies. In
our opinion, the microscopical origin of the above-mentioned kink is consisted in the changes
of the characters of the temperature dependencies of the bond length and the bond angle. As
you can see in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 (solid line), the bond length decreases with temperature
increase up to 140 K. and then begins to increase: The dependency of the bond angle has an
opposite character. Thus at the temperature range up to 140 K the thermal expansion in b
direction is solely determined by Cu2-O3-Cu2 bond angle opening. At the temperatures more
than 140 K the principal factor is the bond length increase.

Owing to the small temperature step the slight (in range of 2c). but systematical peak-shaped
peculiarities in the temperature dependencies of Cu2-O3 bond length and angle are observed
(dot line). In the narrow temperature range at T~ 170 K the sharp change in the CuO-> layer
geometry occurs. The changes in the bond length and angle compensate each other and do not
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influence upon the temperature dependence of the lattice parameter b. We can suppose that
this temperature is close to T and the observed phenomenon reflects the static lattice
response on the pseudogap opening.
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Similar behavior of the lattice parameter b was reported before for Yo.9Cao.iBa2Cu4Os [3].
Nevenheless such investigations of bond lengths and angles are carried out, as we know, for
the first time. It was realized due to the small step in the temperature - 5 K instead of typical
for neutron diffraction experiments 20 K and more.

1.
2
j .

D. Rubio Temprano et al. Phys. Rev. Lett., 84, 1990 (2000).
D. Rubio Temprano et al. Eur. Phys. J. B. 19, 5 (2001).
V.A. Trounov et al. Physica C, 227. 285 (1994).
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X-Ray Diffraction Study of Phase Transitions in
Molecular Crystals

1.1 Vorontsov, M. Yu. Antipin, K. A. Potekhin

A. N. Nesmeyanov Institute of Organoelement Compounds (INEOS) Russian Academy of Sciences,
Russia, 117813, GSP-1, Moscow B-334, Vavilov str. 28
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Scheme

FeNx3(BHd)

Ri=CH3, R2=F
Ri=Cl, R2

(Ri,R0=(CH2)4, R2=n-CiSH33

Single crystal X-ray diffraction is a powerful method for studying the nature of phase
transitions (ph. t.) in molecular crystals. Structural ph. t. in a series of iron (II) clathrochelate
complexes have been studied for the FeDm3(BF)2*C6H6 [TC=123(3)K,
Pnma(Z=:4)<->P2ica(Z=8) with doubling of the c unit cell parameter below Tc],

Fe(Cl2Gm)3(Bn-C4H9)2 . [TC=153-163K,
C2/c(Z-4)->7, samples were destroyed below Tc],
and FeNx3(BHd)2 [two ph. t. at Tci=290(3)K
between phases I and II, and T02-190(2)K between
n and m ones, /7(Z=4)o/7(Z=4><->/7(Z=4) with
change of translational symmetry at Toi and its
distortion at TC2], where H2Dm - dimethylglyoxime,
H2Gm - glyoxime, H2Nx - nioxime, Hd - hexadecyl.
Phase transitions in this series were detected earlier
by differential scanning calorimetry and 57Fe
Mossbauer spectroscopy, but there were no accurate
structural data for these compounds that are
necessary for understanding the nature and atomic
mechanism of transitions. Original and earlier

developed experimental approaches to structural studies of compounds with ph. t. include
detailed X-ray structure analysis at several temperatures for all detected low- (LT) and high-
temperature (HT) phases, the study of the temperature dependence of the structure-sensitive
reflections to monitor ph. t , the study of changes of the thermal expansion and molecular
geometry and packing resulting from the phase transition, identification of the geometrical
"order" parameters, analysis of the thermal molecular motion in crystals, and modelling of
structure changes in crystal.

Phase transformation in FeDm3(BF)2*C6H6 is an example of the so-called antiferrodistorsive
ph. t , which is accompanied by multiplication of the unit cell volume. So this ph. t. has been
detected by X-ray diffraction by appearance of the "superlatti.ee" reflections below Tc.
Mechanism of this ph. t. involves processes of order-disorder and displacement type. In both
phases molecule is disordered by two positions, differing by twisting direction of the
macrobicyclic ligand. In the LT-phase occupations of this sites are different but under heating
occupations become equal at Tc. This process increases the effective symmetry of the
disordered molecule up to £>.?/, which leads to aligning intermolecular contacts, halving of the
cell parameter c and changing the space group.

Phase transitions I*-*D and I J ^ I H in FeNx3(BHd)2 are examples of two different types of
phase transitions without multiplication of the unit cell volume - so called ferrodistorsive
ph. t. one of which (I<->II) is related to unusual change of translational symmetry, and another
one (n«->ffl) accompanied only by abrupt distortion of the crystal lattice parameters. In all
phases I, EL and HI the molecular packing has the smectic-like ordering (Fig.). Molecules
form layers parallel to the crystallographic plane ac, their long axes (directors) are parallel
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Phase I
Phase H

[101]

Figure.

and form angle ca. 15° with the plane
ac. Moreover, the structure of the ac

. molecular layers in all three phases is
the same. The difference between
phases I and II is related to a different
mutual arrangement of these layers.
The transformation I<-*n would
occur as a b/2 shift of every second ac
layer (Fig.). Really, such a change is a
result of collective conformational
transformation of molecules in these
layers which preserve the appearance
of the ac layers the same, but they
seemed to be b/2 translated.
Presumably, the lengthening of one
and the shortening of another
hexadecyl substituents plays a role of
intermedium mechanism during phase
transitions. The phase transition I-^-II
is accompanied by the abrupt changes
in all unit cell parameters and
volume, whereas near TC2 (phase

transition n<-»ni) only the discontinuities in angle parameters were observed. The interesting
feature of the phase II is the existence of the negative thermal expansion of the crystal in
[Oil] crystallographic direction.

The crystal of Fe(Cl2Gm)3(Bn-C4H9)2 cracked up during ph. t. So, we investigated carefully
HT-phase in the temperature range 163-330 K. The molecular packing of this compound is
driven by the short C1...C1 and C1...0 intermolecular contacts. The temperature compression
of the crystal causes the steric obstacles for the shortening of this contacts and leads'to arising
of the negative thermal expansion coefficient in [101] crystallographic direction. It seems to
be the reason for realisation of the non-reversible phase transition in Fe(Cl2Gm)3(Bn-C4H9)2.
Another interesting feature of the HT-phase of this compound is temperature-dependent
disordering of the macrobicyclic ligand that has been studied by modelling of structure
changes and its comparison with experimental temperature behaviour of the structure-
sensitive reflections.

[1]. M.Yu. Antipin, I.I.Vorontsov et al. Can. J. Chem. 2000, 78(11), 1511-1518.

[2]. I.I. Vorontsov, K.A. Lysenko et al. Rus. Chem. Bull. 2000, 49(12), 2018-2026.

[3]. I.I. Vorontsov, K.A. Potekhin et al. Crystallogr. Repts. 2000, 45(2), 266-274.

[4]. LI. Vorontsov, K.A. Potekhin et al. Crystallogr. Repts. 2001, 46(3), 458-469.

[5]. LI. Vorontsov, Ya.Z. Voloshin et al. Russian! Coord. Chem. 2001, 27(4), 299-310.
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In this paper we consider an opportunity to obtain pliantly-catenary and ultrabranchy stiff
hybrid macromolecules, as well as an investigation of surface stnacture of formed copolymer
block with Noncontact Atomic Force Microscopy (NC-AFM). In summary, we also briefly
consider advantages of the application of Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) for
studying the structure of such systems.

GeH(C6Fs)3 - tris 5-fluorine 3-PhenylGerman (PG) is taken as the base monomer - the
compound, on the basis of which the ultrabranchy polymer was first synthesized -
perfluorinated polyphenylenegerman (PPG) [1]. The macromonomer on the basis of the
polysterene (PS) is taken as the comonomer, which contains terminal reactive PG-group.

The formation process of PPG includes two stages flowing simultaneously. In the first stage
reactive anions (the origin of the polymer chain) arise, which when participate in the growth
reaction by the nucleophilic replacement of fluorine atoms situated in the para-position in

n-HGe(C6F5\ +n-N(C2H5\ ->[{C6F5)2Ge{C6FA)\ + n-HF-N(C2H5\

Since each of perfluorinephenylic substitutes near germanium can enter the reaction, as a
result cascade-branchy macromolecules arise. PPG-macromolecules must represent stiff
formations in view of the large density of branchings and the absence of linear fragments of
the chain. In order to obtain hybrid macromolecules, in which one block is pliantly-catenary
and another is stiff sphere of ultrabranchy polymer, it is suggested to bring (CeFs^Ge-groups
in macromolecules of linear pliantly-catenary polymers by means of the chain transmission
reaction, then to use them as the initial kernel in the reaction with PG monomer for the
synthesis of terminal ultrabranchy groups.

The estimate of the abundance of different fragments of macromolecules was realized by
infra-red spectroscopy. Abundance of functional groups in the macromolecule was
determined: [C6H5]/[C6F5]=17.5, [C6F5]/[C6F4]=3.06. Indicated ratios are typical for the
following structure of hybrid macromolecule:

- G e — C 3 F 5

?6F5

R - j - C H — C H 2 - ) - G e — C 6 F — G e — C S F — G e - C a F 5

C6H5 23oc3F5 C6F4 C6F5

5— Ge—C 6 F 5

= H, CHj-CH—C j C H

For such macromolecule we have [C6H5]/[C6F5]=20.9, [C6F5]/[C6F4]=2.75. It is sufficiently
close to above mentioned experimental values.
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Formed block-copolymer was investigated with atomic force microscope (TopoMetrix
Accurex 2100) in noncontact regime. Films obtained from solutions of PS and PPG
miscellanies (1:1 by the mass), mixture of PS contained terminal PG-group and PPG and the
hybrid block-copolymer are investigated. The most evident and essential conclusion from this
experiment is that the hyperbranchy polymer PPG doesn't combine with the linear pliantly-
catenary PS, although both PPG and PS are dissolved in the same solvents and the solvent of
the mixture is homogeneous. Average diameter of spherical formations is about 800 nm for
the mixture of PS and PPG and 300 nm for the mixture of PS containing terminal PG-group
and PPG. In both cases we have aggregations of PPG-macromolecules, since at one-stage
synthesis of this dendrymer in conditions close to those that have been observed in the present
work, particles of 5-5.5 nm size are formed [2]. PPG-dendrymer particles arising from the
solution of PPG and PS mixture have essentially greater size in comparison with particles
formed from two polymers mixture solution. In the latter case, obviously, the effect of
increase of aggregation stability of particles takes place as a result of PS chains adsorption
containing anchor (CeFs^Ge-group.

The product of the copolycondensation contains pronounced spherical formations in the size
about 200 nm. Such a microheterogeneous structure, obviously, is caused by the ability of
similar molecules to self-organization resulting in the aggregations formation of a micellar
nature. It is possible to assume micelles formation of two types: with external spherical and
intraspherical arrangement of perfluorinated phenylenegermanium fragments:

We believe, that the second variant of micelles of hybrid macromolecules is more probable.
For studying the structure of such systems described above,, scattering techniques are certainly
the most appropriate tool. The microscopic observation is typically difficult and for liquid
samples, imposes a quenching which is not without influence on the structure. Moreover,
experiments performed in reciprocal space are averaged over very large volumes and ignore
defects and irrelevant details which can dominate a real space image.

Taking into account the characteristic sizes in colloidal systems (in our case are about 5-5.5
nm) neutrons are the most used probes. The typical wavelength associated with neutrons
thermalized at low temperatures is 4 to 20 A. Comparing with the size presented in colloidal
systems, one can deduce that neutrons are very often the most appropriate way for the
studying of the structure, most of the time at small scattering angles, i.e. close to the beam
transmitted through the sample without interaction. Using this scattering technique we can
easily find the radius of homogeneous sphere assuming complete disorientation of the
particles, that is realized in most cases.

The spectrum of the problems broached in this work actually is too little. Such problems as
determination of molecular mass of dendrymer, the extent of the polydispersity, the
concentration, the shape of macromolecules, dimensions of internal regions of emptiness...
In order to determine all those parameters the experiment now is being prepared on the pulsed
reactor EBR-2 at Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR) in Dubna.

References:
[1] BoHKapeB M. H., KaTKOBaM. A. // Ycnexn XHMHH. 1995, T. 64, tell. C. 1106
[2] C. J\. 3aftu;eB, K). J\. CeMHHKOB, M. H. EonicapeB, M. A. KaTKOBa, M. H. )KepHeHKOB,
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Concept of VITESS

I The concept of the Virtual Instrumentation Tool for ESS (VITESS) has been developed during
Iseveral years of active usage on a series of neutron instruments and was tested on new devices.
JVTTESS has a comfortable modular structure consisting of independently executable program
(components (e.g. guide, chopper, polarizer, sample, focussing monochromator/analyser). Each
I module changes the neutron beam input and the output is a function of the parameters only

I chosen for that respective module. Neutron beam input and output represent an optionally large
number of neutron trajectories each of which is described by 12 coordinates, in the following

•G0aseqaefltly,"j[he user can simply use the provided basic executables and new ones, written and
compiled by himself, in order to study the changes of neutron coordinates anywhere in the

I instrument and generate the statistic of the trajectories. Modules can be combined into a piped
1 command line to speed up computation and to reduce the memory required. The graphical user
jinterface additionally helps to create and run a command linej>f.

Simulation results

VITESS offers an advanced Monte Carlo computational technique for the numerical calculation
of neutron instruments, e.g. the count rate and resolution of crystal analyser backscattering
spectrometers (BS) (Fig. 1.) and reflectometers (Fig. 2.). The comparison of various moderator
options (decoupled-poisoned, decoupled and coupled) at the future European Spallation Source
(ESS), by considering both short and long pulse options, is currently one of the main applications
ofVITESS.
Main components of BS spectrometers are the crystal analysers [2]. A realistic programming of
these modules is decisive for the outcoming data because these complex instrument parts highly
determine both the wavelength selection and intensities measured in the detectors. The reflected
neutron trajectories are sensitive on the d-spacing distribution and on the 2-dimensional (taking
only atomic/diffraction planes) mosaicity of the crystal. Both intensity and beam divergence are
highly influenced by the focussing geometry of the analysers.
For reflectometers, the same wavelength and angular resolutions were used for all instruments
and the intensity as a function of momentum transfer compared. F'or a sample with a reflectivity
R(Q), the time to measure a whole spectrum of a given statistical accuracy can then be calculated.
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Fig. 1.: Monte Carlo computed count rate and elastic energy resolution for a planned S i ( l l l )
analyser backscattering time of flight spectrometer at ESS.

VITESS-Si(111)ToF-BS Spectrometer Si(111) 6.267 A, L1=84m

coupled moderator (l = 85.16n/s)

+ counterr. disc chop.:
15000 RPM, 10 cm chop, window,

guide width 3.5 cm at chop.

•
(I = 54.12 n/s)
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energy transfer [jjeV]

Fig. 2.: MC simulation of reflectometry at ESS using different target stations with coupled
moderator - Instrument lengths: 18.5 m (SP), 66 m (LP); choppers: a 180° chopper at half
distance between source and detector and 2 frame overlap chopper in each instrument;
wavelength bands: 2.4 - 5.4 A (LP, 16.67 Hz), 2.0 - 5.4 (SP, 50 Hz), 2.7 - 20.8(SP,10 Hz)
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A triple-axis spectrometer has been designed for structural and dynamical studies of condensed
matter. Because of the limited number of other operational equipment the triple axis
spectrometer was used in a multi purpose regime, e.g. high resolution diffractometry, strain

tested on thisanalysis, q
spectrometerfi-Dolarization s

V

and inelastic scattering.

The spectrometer is. installed on a curved (4200m) neutron guide at a 19 m position from the
beam port exit. The guide is 1.5 0c boron glass and is coated NiTi multilayer (earlier was
natural nickel (Ni).) The guide sections are manufactured in Budapest.

The monochromatic beam is provided by a 90mm high focusing multi- blade pyrolithic graphite
monochromator. The multi-blade mechanism focusing in the vertical plane, was constructed in
co-operation with the Kurchatov Institute and completed in KFKI.

The movable part of the monochromatic shielding has a chain type construction. Changing the
incident wavelength the hole chain is driven by the monochromator-sample arm. This
construction automatically provides the most effective shielding near the detector area, (see Fig
1.). We could achieve a low background conditions (1 neutron/300s).

A position sensitive detector in medium resolution mode were installed in 1999.

Using this detector the efficiency of data collection has been raised 40 times in quasieiastic
mode. (Fig4)

The spectrometer is to be developed into the RITA-type spectrometer. The polarization option
also is foreseen. The beam divergence is determined by thin film soller type mylar coilimators
coated with GdO.

The mam parameters of the spectrometer :
Beam tube :
Monochromator:
Analyser :
Collimations :
Range of monochromator angle:
Range of scattering angie :
Range of analyser angle :
Range of crystal orientation :
Angular resolution :
Flux at specimen :
Beam size :
Momentum transfer :
Energy transfer :
Characteristic resolution at 3.3 A
Ancillary equipment :

Control and data collection : PC

neutron guide No. 1
focussing PG 90x30 mm
pyrolitic graphite/ Ge 50x90 mm
interchangeable 45'. 30', 15'
36°<29< 126°
-!20°<2O<70°
-4O°<20< 120°
0°<2©<360°
0.01°
2x10° n/crrr/.sec
25x90 mm"
•j - _> A

0 - 9 meV
120-150 ueV
cryostat (liq. He)
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1. neutron guide
2. focussing monochromator
3. cadmiun lock
4. chain type shielding
5. shielding

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of the triple axis spectrometer

6. collimator
7. filtering velocity selector
8. sample
9. analyzer
10. detector bank



Fig. 2. The PG focussing monochromator. Fig. 3. The new 180x180mm area detector
equipped to the spectrometer.
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Fig. 4. The first quasieiastic measurements with two dimensional area detector on water.
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